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Re-order paragraphs
Exercise 1

The text boxes in the left panel have been placed in a random order. Restore the original order
by dragging the text boxes from the left panel to the right panel.
Target

Navajo is far from alone.
Half the world’s 6,800 languages are likely to vanish within two
generations - that’s one language lost every ten days.
Never before has the planet’s linguistic diversity shrunk at such
a pace.
‘At the moment, we are heading for about three or four
languages dominating the world,’ says Mark Pagel, an
evolutionary biologist at the University of Reading.
‘It’s a mass extinction, and whether we will ever rebound from
the loss is difficult to know.’
Exercise 2

The text boxes in the left panel have been placed in a random order. Restore the original order
by dragging the text boxes from the left panel to the right panel.
Source

Target

Last year, a global consortium of scientists led by Frison
announced plans to sequence the banana genome within five
years.

It would be the first edible fruit to be sequenced.

Reading

Well, almost edible.
The group will actually be sequencing inedible wild bananas from
East Asia because many of these are resistant to black Sigatoka.
Exercise 3

The text boxes in the left panel have been placed in a random order. Restore the original order
by dragging the text boxes from the left panel to the right panel.
Source

Rogers felt that psychologists had the most important job in
the world, because ultimately, it was not the physical science
that would save us, but better interactions between human
beings.
The climate of openness and transparency he created in his
sessions, if replicated within the family, the corporation, or in
politics, would result in less angst and more constructive
outcomes.

But the key was a desire to really feel what the other person or
party wanted and felt.
Such a willingness, though not easy, could transform those
involved.

Target

Re-order paragraphs
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Exercise 4

The text boxes in the left panel have been placed in a random order. Restore the original order
by dragging the text boxes from the left panel to the right panel.
Source

Target

For the Californian beekeeper, the pollination season begins in
February.
At this time, the beehives are in particular demand by farmers
who have almond groves.
For the three-week long bloom, beekeepers can hire out their
hives for $32 each.
It’s a bonanza for the bees too.
Most people consider almond honey too bitter to eat so the
bees get to keep it for themselves.
Exercise 5

The text boxes in the left panel have been placed in a random order. Restore the original order
by dragging the text boxes from the left panel to the right panel.
Source

Target

Before human arrival, the archipelago’s tortoises numbered in
the hundreds of thousands.

Relatively immobile and capable of surviving for months
without food or water, the tortoises were taken on board these
ships to act as food supplies during long ocean passages.
Sometimes, their bodies were processed into high-grade oil.
Exercise 6

The text boxes in the left panel have been placed in a random order. Restore the original order
by dragging the text boxes from the left panel to the right panel.
Source

Geography can often play a very large role in the health
concerns of certain populations.
For instance, depending on where you live you will have
different health concerns than someone who lives in a different
geographical region than you.
Perhaps one of the most obvious examples of this idea is
malaria-prone areas, which are usually tropical regions that
foster a warm and damp environment in which mosquitos can
grow.
Malaria is not as big of a problem in high deserts or very
developed nations.

Target

Reading

From the 17th century onwards, pirates took a few on board
for food, but the arrival of whaling ships in the 1790s saw this
exploitation grow exponentially.
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Re-order paragraphs
Exercise 7

The text boxes in the left panel have been placed in a random order. Restore the original order
by dragging the text boxes from the left panel to the right panel.
Source

Target

Doctor Jones has long held that there is a link between diet
and acne.
He convinced Professor Brown of the University of Yale to
set up a study into this matter.
Professor Brown and his team studied more than 3000
women.
The women were asked to fill a questionnaire about their diet
and about their suffering from acne.
No link was found between acne and traditionally suspect food
such as chocolate and chips.
Exercise 8

The text boxes in the left panel have been placed in a random order. Restore the original order
by dragging the text boxes from the left panel to the right panel.
Source

Target

First, energy and other natural resources have become more
abundant, not less.
Second, more food is now produced per head of the world’s
population than at any time in history.

Reading

Fewer people are starving.
Third, although species are indeed becoming extinct, only
about 0.7% of them are expected to disappear in the next 50
years, not 25-50%.
Exercise 9

The text boxes in the left panel have been placed in a random order. Restore the original order
by dragging the text boxes from the left panel to the right panel.
Source

The term ‘plastic’ comes from the Greek plassein, meaning ‘to
mould’.
Some plastics are derived from natural sources, some are
semi-synthetic, and some are entirely synthetic, that is,
chemically engineered from the constituents of coal or oil.
Some are ‘thermoplastic’, which means that, like candlewax,
they melt when heated and can then be reshaped.
Others are ‘thermosetting’: like eggs, they cannot revert to their
original viscous state, and their shape is thus fixed for ever.
Bakelite had the distinction of being the first totally synthetic
thermosetting plastic.

Target
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Exercise 10

The text boxes in the left panel have been placed in a random order. Restore the original order
by dragging the text boxes from the left panel to the right panel.
Source

Target

In December 1990, Strasbourg hosted the first Ministerial
Conference on the protection of Europe’s forests.
The conference brought together 31 countries from both
Western and Eastern Europe.
The topics discussed included the co-ordinated study of the
destruction of forests, as well as how to combat forest fires
and the extension of European research programs on the forest
ecosystem.
The preparatory work for the conference had been undertaken
at two meetings of experts.
Their initial task was to decide which of the many forest
problems of concern to Europe involved the largest number of
countries and might be the subject of joint action.
Exercise 11

The text boxes in the left panel have been placed in a random order. Restore the original order
by dragging the text boxes from the left panel to the right panel.
Source

Target

Professional and managerial employees supply the most
obvious lesson.

Reading

Once people are on salary, their cost to a firm is the same
whether they spend 35 hours a week in the office or 70.
Diminishing returns may eventually set in as overworked
employees lose efficiency or leave for more arable pastures.
But in the short run, the employer’s incentive is clear.
Exercise 12

The text boxes in the left panel have been placed in a random order. Restore the original order
by dragging the text boxes from the left panel to the right panel.
Source

Application is absolutely free!
Nor are there any annual fees or administration fees.
Just fill in the application form and bring it to your nearest
Fabulous Furniture store.
Your application will be processed promptly and you can begin
making purchases immediately after your application is
approved.

Target
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Re-order paragraphs
Exercise 13

The text boxes in the left panel have been placed in a random order. Restore the original order
by dragging the text boxes from the left panel to the right panel.
Source

Target

The first plastic was developed as a result of a competition in
the USA.
In the 1860s, $10,000 was offered to anybody who could
replace ivory - supplies of which were declining - with something
equally good as a material for making billiard balls.
The prize was won by John Wesley Hyatt with a material called
celluloid.
Celluloid was made by dissolving cellulose, a carbohydrate
derived from plants, in a solution of camphor dissolved in
ethanol.
This new material rapidly found uses in the manufacture of
products such as knife handles, detachable collars and cuffs,
spectacle frames and photographic film.
Exercise 14

The text boxes in the left panel have been placed in a random order. Restore the original order
by dragging the text boxes from the left panel to the right panel.
Source

Target

Route maps will be available from the registration point.

Reading

The route will be signposted and marshalled.
Where the route runs along the road, walkers should keep to
one side in single file, facing oncoming traffic at all times.
If you need help along the route, please inform one of the
marshals.
Exercise 15

The text boxes in the left panel have been placed in a random order. Restore the original order
by dragging the text boxes from the left panel to the right panel.
Source

For more than forty years the cost of food has been rising.
It has now reached a point where a growing number of people
believe that it is far too high, and that bringing it down will be one
of the great challenges of the twenty first century.

That cost, however, is not in immediate cash.
In the West at least, most food is now far cheaper to buy in
relative terms than it was in 1960.

Target
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Exercise 16

The text boxes in the left panel have been placed in a random order. Restore the original order
by dragging the text boxes from the left panel to the right panel.
Source

Target

An improvement of the road network was considered
necessary to ensure the import and export of goods to the
district.
These improvements were carried out using methods that were
heavily dependent on labour.
In addition to the improvement of roads, these methods
provided training in the operation of a mechanical workshop and
bus and truck services.
However, the difference from the conventional approach was
that this time consideration was given to local transport needs
outside the road network.
Exercise 17

The text boxes in the left panel have been placed in a random order. Restore the original order
by dragging the text boxes from the left panel to the right panel.
Source

Target

It is 8.15 a.m.
A flight lands at Melbourne’s Tullamarine International Airport.
Several hundred pieces of baggage are rushed from the plane
onto a conveyor belt in the baggage reclaim annexe.

Reading

Over the sound of roaring engines, rushing air vents and
grinding generators, a dog barks.
Florence, a sleek black Labrador, wags her tail.
Exercise 18

The text boxes in the left panel have been placed in a random order. Restore the original order
by dragging the text boxes from the left panel to the right panel.
Source

A simple model was proposed in 1514 by a Polish priest, Nicholas
Copernicus.

His idea was that the sun was stationary at the centre and that
the earth and the planets move in circular orbits around the sun.
Nearly a century passed before this idea was taken seriously.

Then two astronomers—the German, Johannes Kepler,
and the Italian, Galileo Galilee - started publicly to support the
Copernican theory, despite the fact that the orbits it predicted
did not quite match the ones observed.

Target
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Re-order paragraphs
Exercise 19

The text boxes in the left panel have been placed in a random order. Restore the original order
by dragging the text boxes from the left panel to the right panel.
Source

Target

Every organism has a life span which is highly characteristic.
There are striking differences in life span between different
species, but within one species the parameter is relatively
constant.
For example, the average duration of human life has hardly
changed in thousands of years.
Although more and more people attain an advanced age as a
result of developments in medical care and better nutrition, the
characteristic upper limit for most remains 80 years.
A further argument against the simple wear and tear theory
is the observation that the time within which organisms age
lies between a few days and several thousand years, as with
mammoth trees.
Exercise 20

The text boxes in the left panel have been placed in a random order. Restore the original order
by dragging the text boxes from the left panel to the right panel.
Source

Reading

Many forms of collecting have been dignified with a technical
name: an archtophilist collects teddy bears, a philatelist collects
postage stamps, and a deltiologist collects postcards.
Amassing hundreds or even thousands of postcards, chocolate
wrappers or whatever, takes time, energy and money that could
surely be put to much more productive use.
And yet there are millions of collectors around the world.
Why do they do it?

Target

Re-order paragraphs
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Exercise 21

The text boxes in the left panel have been placed in a random order. Restore the original order
by dragging the text boxes from the left panel to the right panel.
Source

Target

The pyramids of Egypt were built more than three thousand
years ago, and no one knows how.
The conventional picture is that tens of thousands of slaves
dragged stones on sledges.
But there is no evidence to back this up.
Now a Californian software consultant called Maureen
Clemmons has suggested that kites might have been involved.
While perusing a book on the monuments of Egypt, she
noticed a hieroglyph that showed a row of men standing in odd
postures.
Exercise 22

The text boxes in the left panel have been placed in a random order. Restore the original order
by dragging the text boxes from the left panel to the right panel.
Source

Target

It is often important that you make it clear what your particular
role is at a given time.
The means of doing this are called, rather obviously, role signs.

The number of stripes on your arm or pips on your shoulder is
a very precise role definition which allows you to do certain very
prescribed things in certain situations.
Exercise 23

The text boxes in the left panel have been placed in a random order. Restore the original order
by dragging the text boxes from the left panel to the right panel.
Source

For many environmentalists, the world seems to be getting
warmer.
As the nearest country of South Polar Region, New Zealand
has maintained an upward trend in its average temperature in
the past few years.
However, the temperature in New Zealand will go up 4°C in the
next century while the polar region will go up more than 6°C .
The different pictures of temperature stem from its surrounding
ocean which acts like the air conditioner.
Thus New Zealand is comparatively fortunate.

Target

Reading

The simplest of role signs is a uniform.
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Re-order paragraphs
Exercise 24

The text boxes in the left panel have been placed in a random order. Restore the original order
by dragging the text boxes from the left panel to the right panel.
Source

Target

The 1969 film, 2001: A Space Odyssey, featured an intelligent
computer called HAL 9000.
As well as understanding and speaking English, HAL could play
chess and even learned to lipread.

HAL thus encapsulated the optimism of the 1960s that
intelligent computers would be widespread by 2001.
But 2001 has been and gone, and there is still no sign of a
HAL-like computer.
Exercise 25

The text boxes in the left panel have been placed in a random order. Restore the original order
by dragging the text boxes from the left panel to the right panel.
Source

Target

The banana is an excellent case in point.
Until the 1950s one variety, the Gros Michel, dominated the
world’s commercial banana business.

Reading

Found by French botanists, the Gros Michel was by all
accounts a fine banana, richer and sweeter than today’s
standard banana and without the latter’s bitter aftertaste when
green.
But it was vulnerable to a soil fungus that produced a wilt
known as Panama disease.
Once the fungus gets into the soil it remains there for many
years.

Exercise 26

The text boxes in the left panel have been placed in a random order. Restore the original order
by dragging the text boxes from the left panel to the right panel.
Source

Your iron is designed to function using tap water.
However, it will last longer if you use distilled water.
Always unplug the iron before filling the reservoir.
Always empty the reservoir after use.

Target
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Exercise 27

The text boxes in the left panel have been placed in a random order. Restore the original order
by dragging the text boxes from the left panel to the right panel.
Source

Target

The man, whose name was Henry Worsley, consulted a G.P.S.
device to determine precisely where he was.
According to his coordinates, he was on the Titan Dome, an ice
formation near the South Pole that rises more than ten thousand
feet above sea level.
Sixty two days earlier, on November 13, 2015, he’d set out
from the coast of Antarctica, hoping to achieve what his hero,
Ernest Shackleton, had failed to do a century earlier: to trek on
foot from one side of the continent to the other.
The journey, which would pass through the South Pole, was
more than a thousand miles, and would traverse what is
arguably the most brutal environment in the world.

The text boxes in the left panel have been placed in a random order. Restore the original order
by dragging the text boxes from the left panel to the right panel.
Target

The forty-ninth state to join the United States of America (in
1959), Alaska is fully one-fifth the size of the mainland 48 states
combined.
It shares, with Canada, the second longest river system in
North America and has over half the coastline of the United
States.
The rivers feed into the Bering Sea and Gulf of Alaska-cold,
nutrient-rich waters which support tens of millions of seabirds,
and over 400 species of fish, shellfish, crustaceans, and
molluscs.
Taking advantage of this rich bounty, Alaska’s commercial
fisheries have developed into some of the largest in the world.

Reading

Exercise 28
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Exercise 29

The text boxes in the left panel have been placed in a random order. Restore the original order
by dragging the text boxes from the left panel to the right panel.
Source

It was once thought that the fungus that ants cultivate was a
single type that they had propagated, essentially unchanged
from the distant past.
Not so.

Ulrich Mueller of Maryland and his colleagues genetically
screened 862 different types of fungi taken from ants’ nests.

Reading

These turned out to be highly diverse: it seems that ants are
continually domesticating new species.

Target

Answer keys to fill in the blanks: Reading
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Exercise 1

eminent
culminated
He was a very successful and
doctor. All this
in his election to the president of the Royal Science Society. He was also
knighted
the personal physician to the Queen (Elizabeth I), and later
by the Queen. He faithfully served her until her death. However, he didn’t
outlive
the Queen for long.

Exercise 2

solutions
Technical
can reduce the pollution problem and increase
efficiency
the fuel
of engines. But fuel consumption and exhaust
depend on
emissions
which cars are preferred by customers and how
drive
they are driven. Many people
larger cars than they need
waste
for daily purposes or
fuel by driving aggressively. Besides,
rate
global car use is increasing at a faster
than the improvement
in emissions and fuel efficiency which technology is now making possible.

Exercise 3

The first of the
levels
three
partly

management
also has other

was an organisational structure with only
of management - compared to the traditional seven.
as a result of this change, there are 25 per cent fewer
positions
, enabling a significant saving. This change
implications
.
initiatives

sparing
It follows from the above that
use of energy reserves
extreme
should tend to extend life.
high performance sports
may lead to cardiovascular performance, but they quite certainly do not
prolong
rate
life. Relaxation lowers metabolic
, as does
adequate sleep and in general an equable and balanced personality. Each
develop
of us can
his or her own ‘energy saving programme’ with
logical
a little self-observation, critical self-control and, above all,
show
consistency. Experience will
that to live in this way not only
increases the life span but is also very healthy. This final aspect should not be
forgotten.

Exercise 5

reckless
The continuous and
use of synthetic chemicals for the
pose
control of pests which
a threat to agricultural crops and
human health is proving to be counter-productive . Apart from engendering
contributed
widespread ecological disorders, pesticides have
to the
lethal
emergence of a new breed of chemical-resistant, highly
superbugs.

Exercise 6

security
Biometric
systems operate by storing a digitalised record of
unique
some
human feature. When an authorised user wishes to enfacility
ter or use the
, the system scans the person’s corresponding
against
characteristics and attempts to match them
those on reretinas
cord. Systems using fingerprints, hands, voices, irises,
and
patterns
faces are already on the market. Others using typing
and
even body odours are in various stages of development.

Reading

Exercise 4
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Answer keys to fill in the blanks: Reading
Exercise 7
fundamental
The
conditions and resources for health are peace,
shelter
, education, food, a viable income, a stable ecosystem,
equity
sustainable
resources, social justice and
. Improvement
secure
in health requires a
foundation in these basic requirements.
Exercise 8

holds
The concept of health
different meanings for different
changed
people and groups. These meanings of health have also
evident
over time. This change is no more
than in Western society
notions
today, when
of health and health promotion are being
expanded
challenged and
in new ways.

Exercise 9

logged
As more forests are
, animal population sizes will be
reduced
model
further. Regardless of the theory or
that we
diversity
choose, a reduction in population size decreases the genetic
extinction
of a population and increases the probability of
because of
any or all of the processes listed above.

Exercise 10

extinct
A species becomes
when the last individual dies. This
observation
is a useful starting point for any discussion of extinction as it
luck
highlights the role of
and chance in the extinction process.
prediction
To make a(n)
about extinction we need to understand the
processes
fall
that can contribute to it and these
into
four broad categories which are discussed below.

Reading

Exercise 11

doubled
Although the output per hour of work has more than
reserved
since 1945, leisure seems
largely for the unemployed and
spend
underemployed. Those who work full-time
as much time
on the job as they did at the end of World War II. In fact, working hours
gone up
have
noticeably since 1970-perhaps because real wages
stagnated
have
since that year. Bookstores now abound with manuals
stress
describing how to manage time and cope with
.

Exercise 12

Global temperatures began to rise slowly after 1850, with the beginning of
vast
the Modern Warm Period. There was a
migration from
famine
Europe by land-hungry farmers and others, to which the
caused by the Irish potato blight contributed, to North America, Australia,
New Zealand, and southern Africa. Millions of hectares of forest and
fell
woodland
before the newcomers’ axes between 1850 and
intensive
1890, as
European farming methods expanded across
the world. The unprecedented land clearance released vast quantities of
carbon dioxide into the atmosphere, triggering for the first time humanly
caused global warming.

Answer keys to fill in the blanks: Reading
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Exercise 13

changes
It may take even more than
in the financial and cultural
trade
structures of employment for workers successfully to
increased productivity and money for leisure time, Schor contends. She says
good
the U.S. market for
, has become skewed by the assumption
makers
of full-time, two-career households. Automobile
no longer
manufacture cheap models, and developers do not build the tiny bungalows
buyers
that served the first post-war generation of home
. Not even
the humblest household object is made without a microprocessor . As Schor
notes, the situation is a curious inversion of the “appropriate technology”
developing
vision that designers have had for
countries: U.S. goods are
appropriate only for high incomes and long hours.

Exercise 14

horizon
store
On the
are optical computers. These could
means
programs and process information by
of light-pulses from
travel
tiny lasers-rather than electrons. And the pulses would
function
over glass fibres, not copper wire. These machines could
hundreds of times faster than today’s electronic computers and hold vastly
more information.
emulate
Animatronics refers to the use of robotic devices to
a human or an animal, or bring lifelike characteristics to an otherwise
inanimate
object. A robot designed to be a convincing imitation of
a human is more specifically labelled as an android Modern animatronics
found
have
widespread applications in movie special effects and
theme
parks and have, since their inception, been primarily used
as a spectacle of amusement

Exercise 16

For the first time, dictionary publishers are incorporating real, spoken
English into their data. It gives lexicographers (people who write
vernacular
dictionaries) access to a more vibrant, up-to-date
language
which has never really been studied before.
Exercise 17

efficient
In the US, where energyhomes became popular after the
crisis
oil
of 1973, 10,000 underground houses have been built. A
terrace of five homes, Britain’s first subterranean development , is under
example
way in Nottinghamshire. Italy’s outstanding
of subterranean
architecture is the Olivetti residential centre in Ivrea. Commissioned by
comprises
Roberto Olivetti in 1969, it
82 one-bedroomed apartments
and 12 maisonettes and forms a house/hotel for Olivetti employees. It is built
facade
into a hill and little can be seen from outside except a glass
Patnzia Vallecchi, a resident since 1992, says it is little different from living in a
conventional
apartment.

Reading

Exercise 15
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Exercise 18

humorous
The Spoken Corpus computer shows how inventive and
twisting
people are when they are using language by
familiar
reveals
phrases for effect. It also
the power of the pauses and
time
noises we use to play for
, convey emotion, doubt and
irony.

Exercise 19

The study concentrated on applications for management positions in the
range
$45,000 to $110,000 salary
and found that women are more
successful
public
than men in both the private and
sectors.
Exercise 20

moved
Migratory beekeeping is nothing new. The ancient Egyptians
bloom
clay hives, probably on rafts, down the Nile to follow the
and nectar flow as it moved toward Cairo. In the 1880s, North American
experimented
beekeepers
with the same idea, moving bees on
barges
along the Mississippi and on waterways in Florida, but
kept
their lighter, wooden hives
falling into the water. Other
keepers tried the railroad and horse-drawn wagons, but that didn’t prove
practical
. Not until the 1920s when cars and trucks became affordable
and roads improved, did migratory beekeeping begin to catch on.

Reading

Exercise 21

virtually
Why do humans,
alone among all animal species,
display
a distinct left or right-handedness? Not even our closest
relatives
among the apes possess such decided lateral asymmetry,
call
as psychologists
it. Yet about 90 per cent of every human
population
that has ever lived appears to have been right-handed.
studied
Professor Bryan Turner at Deakin University has
the
research literature on left-handedness and found that handedness goes with
sidedness.

Exercise 22

preserve
unaware
They tried to
burning logs or charcoal
that they could create fire themselves. It is suspected that the first manchance
made flames were produced by
. The very first fire-lighting
friction
methods involved the creation of
by, for example, rapidly
rotating
percussion
a wooden stick in a round hole. The use of
or persistent chipping was also widespread in Europe and among other
Eskimos
peoples such as the Chinese and
. European practice of
despite
this method continued until the 1850s
the discovery of
phosphorus some years earlier.

Exercise 23

The increased importance of scientific knowledge in society has led to a
corresponding increase in respect for scientific evidence in order to be
perceived
valid
as sound, rational or
; it is important that a
backed up
claim is thought to be ‘scientifically founded’. We give claims
by science more credibility than we allow other kinds of claims, and anyone
sell
with a product to
, or a claim about the universe to make,
position
will seek to support their
with ‘scientific evidence’.

Answer keys to fill in the blanks: Reading
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Exercise 24

entwined
The history of human civilisation is
with the history of the
manipulate
ways we have learned to
water resources. As towns gradually
expanded, water was brought from increasingly remote sources, leading to
sophisticated
engineering efforts such as dams and aqueducts. At the
innovative
height of the Roman Empire, nine major systems, with an
occupants
layout of pipes and well-built sewers, supplied the
of Rome
with as much water per person as is provided in many parts of the industrial
world today.

Exercise 25

The common understanding of genius is that you’re either born with it or not.
entrenched
define
This picture is so
that it has come to
the
profoundly
way we educate children. Trouble is, the thinking is wrong
so, if we are to believe a growing body evidence from the cognitive sciences.
Exercise 26

An individual’s propensity to take risk is influenced by their own experience
feature
and that of others. The key
in risk taking is balancing of
risk
perceptions of the
and the possible rewards, and this
reflection
balance may be a
of an individual’s particular type of
personality
.
Exercise 27

constant
Roman poet Ovin wrote that “there is nothing
in the universe,
womb
all ebb and flow, and every shape that’s born bears in its
relevant
the seeds of change”. These words are remarkably
when
one considers the way life has changed through time as revealed by the
fossil
record.

proportion of the population of modern societies
practices
engages in such tourist
. New socialised forms of provision
cope
have developed in order to
with the mass character of the
gazes
of tourists as opposed to the individual character of travel.
Exercise 29

named
Discovered in the early 1800s and
nicotianine, the oily
ingredient
essence now called nicotine is the main active
of tobacco.
component
Nicotine, however, is only a small
of cigarette smoke, which
contains more than 4,700 chemical compounds, including 43 cancer-causing
substances
. In recent times, scientific research has been providing
evidence
that years of cigarette smoking vastly increases the risk of
fatal
developing
medical conditions.

Exercise 30

grew
Gross domestic product
at an annualised rate of 0.2% in the
marked
three months to June, below market forecasts for 0.7% and a
slowdown from the 2% rate in the first quarter. The figures come after the
launched
government
a massive new stimulus package worth
28 trillion yen ($265bn; £200bn). Japanese stocks fell after the data. The
concerns
benchmark Nikkei 225 share index dropped 0.3% on
that
Asia’s second-largest economy will continue to struggle.

Reading

Exercise 28
substantial
A
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Exercise 31

around
There are branches
the world and 57 reciprocal clubs worldquarterly
wide.
magazine, literary lectures, annual music and art
events
competitions , and summer and winter programme of
for members.

Exercise 32

defining
The most
biological attribute of Homo sapiens is its
prowess
enormous brain size and accompanying cognitive
. How
this was achieved by means of genetic changes over the course of human
fascinated
evolution has
biologists and the general public alike.
Recent studies have shown that genes controlling brain developmentnotably
those implicated in microcephaly (a congenital defect that
favoured
is characterized by severely reduced brain size)-are
targets
of natural selection during human evolution.

Exercise 33

than
No activity affects more of the earth’s surface
farming. It
counting
shapes a third of the planet’s land area, not
Antarctica, and
output
the proportion is rising. World food
per head has risen by
4 per cent between the 1970s and 1980s mainly as a result of increases in
yields
from land already in cultivation, but also because more
plough
land has been brought under the
. Higher yields have
irrigation
been achieved by increased
, better crop breeding, and a
doubling
in the use of pesticides and chemical fertilisers in the 1970s
and 1980s.

Reading

Exercise 34

results
Role ambiguity
when there is some uncertainty in the
minds, either of the focal person or of the members of his role set, as
precisely
to
what his role is at any given time. One of the crucial
definition
expectations that shape the role
is that of the individual,
the focal person himself. If his occupation of the role is unclear, or if it
differs
from that of the others in the role set, there will be a degree
of role ambiguity. Is this bad? Not necessarily, for the ability to shape one’s
desire
own role is one of the freedoms that many people
, but the
ambiguity may lead to role stress which will be discussed later on. The virtue
lessen
of job descriptions is that they
this role ambiguity.

Exercise 35

soon
The realization comes none too
. In June 1992 political and
met
environmental leaders from across the world
in Rio de
Janeiro to discuss how developing countries can advance their economies
destroying
without
their natural resources. The challenge is especially
difficult in Amazonia. Because the tropical forest has been depicted as
unfit
ecologically
for large-scale human occupation, some
environmentalists have opposed development of any kind.
ironically
, one major casualty of that extreme position has been the
environment itself. While policy makers struggle to define and implement
legislation
appropriate
, development of the most destructive kind has
continued apace over vast areas.

Answer keys to fill in the blanks: Reading
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Exercise 36

Some of the senses that we and other terrestrial mammals take
granted
for
are either reduced or absent in cetaceans or
fail
to function well in water. For example, it appears from their
toothed
brain structure that
species are unable to smell. Baleen
species, on the other hand, appear to have some related brain structures
known
but it is not
whether these are functional. It has been
migrated
speculated that, as the blowholes evolved and
to the top of
the head, the neural pathways serving sense of smell may have been nearly
sacrificed
all
. Similarly, although at least some cetaceans have taste
buds, the nerves serving these have degenerated or are rudimentary .
Exercise 37

hiccup
But if play is not simply a developmental
, as biologists
suggests
once thought, why did it evolve? The latest idea
that play
other words , playing makes you
has evolved to build big brains. In
intelligent. Playfulness, it seems, is common only among mammals, although
indulge
a few of the larger-brained birds also
. Animals at play often
use unique signs - tail wagging in dogs, for example - to indicate that activity
earnest
superficially resembling adult behaviour is not really in
.A
popular explanation of play has been that it helps juveniles develop the skills
mate
they will need to hunt,
and socialise as adults. Another has
been that it allows young animals to get in shape for adult life by improving
respiratory
their
endurance.
allocated
The problem of how health care resources should be
or
distributed
apportioned so that they are
in both the most just and most
efficient way, is not a new one. Every health system in an economically
developed society is faced with the need to decide (either formally or
proportion
informally) what
of the community’s total resources should
be spent on health-care; how resources are to be apportioned; what diseases
treatment
and disabilities and which forms of
are to be given priority;
which members of the community are to be given special consideration in
respect
of their health needs; and which forms of treatment are the
most cost - effective.

Exercise 39

disdain
Baekeland’s invention, although treated with
in its early
years, went on to enjoy an unparalleled popularity which lasted throughout
wonder
the first half of the twentieth century. It became the
product of the new world of industrial expansion - ‘the material of a thousand
uses’. Being both non-porous and heat-resistant, Bakelite kitchen goods
promoted
were
as being germ-free and sterilisable. Electrical manufacturers seized on its insulating properties, and consumers everywhere
array
relished its dazzling
of shades, delighted that they were
now, at last, no longer restricted to the wood tones and drab browns of the
fell
preplastic era. It then
from favour again during the 1950s,
and was despised and destroyed in vast quantities. Recently, however, it has
been experiencing something of a renaissance , with renewed demand
for original Bakelite objects in the collectors’ marketplace, and museums,
societies and dedicated individuals once again appreciating the style and
innovative
originality of this
material.

Reading

Exercise 38
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Exercise 40

associated
The physical impact of visitors is another serious problem
with the growth in adventure tourism. Much attention has focused on
erosion
along major trails, but perhaps more important are the
deforestation
and impacts on water supplies arising from the need to
provide
showers
tourists with cooked food and hot
. In both
mountains and deserts, slow-growing trees are often the main sources of
vulnerable
fuel and water supplies may be limited or
to degradation
through heavy use.

Exercise 41
ironically

, in some ways Al was a victim of its own success. Whenever
mundane
an apparently
problem was solved, such as building a
system that could land an aircraft unattended, the problem was deemed
not to have been AI in the first place. ‘If it works, it can’t be Al,’ as Dr Leake
repeatedly
characterises it. The effect of
moving the goal-posts in
this way was that Al came to refer to ‘blue-sky’ research that was still years
away from commercialisation . Researchers joked that Al stood for ‘almost
implemented’. Meanwhile, the technologies that made it onto the market,
recognition
such as speech
, language translation and decision-support
software, were no longer regarded as Al. Yet all three once fell well within the
umbrella
of Al research.

Reading

Exercise 42
once

north of Cairo, most of the Nile water is diverted into
more than 10,000 kilometres of irrigation canals and only a small proportion
reaches
the sea directly through the rivers in the delta. The
water in the irrigation canals is still or very slow-moving and thus cannot
carry
sediment, Stanley explains. The sediment sinks to the
fields
bottom of the canals and then is added to
by farmers
or pumped with the water into the four large freshwater lagoons that are
edges
located near the outer
of the delta. So very little of it
actually reaches the coastline to replace what is being washed away by the
currents
Mediterranean
.
Exercise 43

divided
Plants in general can be
into two groups: shade-tolerant
species and shade-intolerant species. This classification is commonly
horticulture
used in forestry and
. Shade-tolerant plants have lower
hence
photosynthetic rate and
have lower growth rates than
adapted
those of shade-intolerant species. Plant species become
to living in a certain kind of habitat, and in the process evolve a series of
characteristics that prevent them from occupying other habitats. Grime (1966)
directing
suggests that light may be one of the major components
seedlings
these adaptations. For example, eastern hemlock
are
shade-tolerant. They can survive in the forest understorey under very low
rate
light levels because they have a low photosynthetic
.

Answer keys to fill in the blanks: Reading
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Exercise 44

attracted
The fireflies’ almost magical light has
human attention for
generations. It is described in an ancient Chinese- encyclopaedia written
pupil
over 2000 years ago by a
of Confucius. Fireflies often
medicine
featured in Japanese and Arabian folk
. All over the world
they have been the inspiration for countless poems, paintings and stories.
anecdotes
In Britain, for example, there are plenty of
describing how
glow-worms have been used to read by or used as emergency bicycle lamps
travellers
when a cyclist’s batteries have failed without warning. Early
in the New World came back with similar stories, of how the native people of
type
Central America would collect a
of click beetle and release
threaded
them indoors to light up their huts. Girls
them around their
feet to illuminate the forest paths at night.

Exercise 45

Science blogs serve a dual purpose. First, they connect scientists to each other,
world
serving
as modern day intellectual salons. Even
cite
scientific papers are now beginning to
blogs as reference.
public
Second, they connect scientists to the general
, offering a
look
behind-the-scenes
at how science progresses.
Exercise 46

John Ashton was reading a book about mosquitoes when inspiration
struck
. “There was this anecdote about the great yellow fever
hit
epidemic that
Philadelphia in 1793,” Ashton recalls. “This
decimated
epidemic
the city until the first frost came.” The inclement
allowing
weather froze out the insects,
Philadelphia to recover.
, the students have been carefully prepared for the language
learning experience. Through meeting with the staff and satisfied students
develop
they
the expectation that learning will be easy and pleasant
learn
and that they will successfully
several hundred words of the
preliminary
foreign language during the class. In a
talk, the teacher
introduces them to the material to be covered, but does not ‘teach’ it.
instructed
Likewise, the students are
not to try to learn it during this
introduction.
Exercise 48

mystified
Japanese scholars have been
for ages about why these
slender
tall,
buildings are so stable. It was only thirty years ago
erect
that the building industry felt confident enough to
office
blocks of steel and reinforced concrete that had more than a dozen floors.
dampen
With its special shock absorbers to
the effect of sudden
sideways movements from an earthquake, the thirty-six-storey Kasumigaseki
skyscraper
building in central Tokyo - Japan’s first
- was considered a
masterpiece of modern engineering when it was built in 1968.

Exercise 49

saw
16th and 17th centuries
two great pioneers of modem science:
impact
eminent
Galileo and Gilbert. The
of their findings is
.
Gilbert was the first modem scientist, also the accredited father of the
science of electricity and magnetism, an Englishman of learning and a
physician at the court of Elizabeth.

Reading

Exercise 47
beforehand
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The disappointing

results of many conventional road transport projects
strategy
in Africa led some experts to rethink the
by which rural
tackled
transport problems were to be
at the beginning of the
availability
1980s. A request for help in improving the
of transport within
presented
the remote Makete District of south - western Tanzania
the
approach
opportunity to try a new
.
Exercise 51

viable
But if industrial agriculture is to be replaced, what is a
alternative? Professor Pretty feels that organic farming would be too big a
jump
in thinking and in practices for many farmers. Furthermore,
produce
the price premium would put the
out of reach of many
immediate
poorer consumers. He is recommending the
introduction
of a ‘Greener Food Standard’, which would push the market towards more
sustainable
environmental practices than the current norm, while
not requiring the full commitment to organic production. Such a standard
comprise
would
agreed practices for different kinds of farming,
covering
agrochemical use, soil health, land management, water and
energy use, food safety and animal health. It could go a long way, he says, to
shifting
consumers as well as farmers towards a more sustainable
system of agriculture.

Reading

Exercise 52

efficient
It was uncommon to find means of transport that were more
than walking but less technologically advanced than motor vehicles. The use
constrained
of bicycles was
by their high cost and the lack of available
spare parts. Oxen were not used at all but donkeys were used by a few
households in the northern part of the district. MIRTP focused on what would
inhabitants
be most appropriate for the
of Makete in terms of what was
afford
available, how much they could
and what they were willing
promotion
to accept. After careful consideration, the project chose the
of donkeys - a donkey costs less than a bicycle - and the introduction of a
locally manufacturable wheelbarrow.

Exercise 53

That general declaration was accompanied by six detailed resolutions
to assist national policymaking. The first proposes the extension and
monitor
systematisation of surveillance sites to
forest decline.
Forest decline is still poorly understood but leads to the loss of a high
proportion
of a tree’s needles or leaves. The entire continent and the
species
majority of
are now affected: between 30% and 50% of
result
the tree population. The condition appears to
from the
cumulative effect of a number of factors, with atmospheric pollutants the
culprits
principal
. Compounds of nitrogen and sulphur dioxide
should be particularly closely watched. However, their effects are probably
accentuated
by climatic factors, such as drought and hard winters, or
soil imbalances such as soil acidification, which damages the roots. The
resolution
second
concentrates on the need to preserve the genetic
diversity of European forests.

Answer keys to fill in the blanks: Reading
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Exercise 54

put
Earlier this year, the team
Clemmons’s unlikely theory to the
rectangular
test, using a 40-squaremetre
nylon sail. The kite lifted the
stunned
column clean off the ground. We were absolutely
, Gharib
says. ‘The instant the sail opened into the wind, a huge force was
generated
and the column was raised to the vertical in a
mere
40 seconds.’

Exercise 55

The crisis was completely unexpected, but researchers believe it had nothing
impacts
to do with
of fisheries. Rather, they contend, it was almost
prompted
certainly the result of climatic shifts,
in part by cumulative
effects of the El Niño phenomenon on Pacific Ocean temperatures,
culminating
in a harsh winter in which huge numbers of salmon eggs
were frozen. It could have meant the end as far as the certification process
concerned
was
. However, the state reacted quickly, closing down all
necessary
fisheries, even those
for subsistence purposes.
Exercise 56

Exercise 57

conducted
Research
at Oxford, Sussex and Zurich Universities has
foraging
shown that when desert ants return from a
trip, they navigate
bearings
by integrating
and distances, which they continuously
landmarks
update in their heads. They combine the evidence of visual
framework
with a mental library of local directions, all within a
which is
consulted and updated. So ants can learn too.

Exercise 58

beat
Today, highly accurate timekeeping instruments set the
for most electronic devices. Nearly all computers contain a quartz-crystal
regulate
clock to
their operation. Moreover, not only do time signals
beamed
down from Global Positioning System satellites calibrate the
functions of precision navigation equipment, they do so as well for mobile
phones, instant stock-trading systems and nationwide power-distribution
grids
.

Exercise 59

leading
Since the 1970s, parapsychologists at
universities and
derision
research institutes around the world have risked the
of sceptical colleagues by putting the various claims for telepathy to the
rigorous
test in dozens of
scientific studies. The results and their
implications
are dividing even the researchers who uncovered them.

Reading

Catches have not always been so healthy. Between 1940 and 1959,
crashes
overfishing led to
in salmon populations so severe that in
disaster
1953 Alaska was declared a federal
area. With the onset
management
of statehood, however, the State of Alaska took over
mandates
of its own fisheries, guided by a state constitution which
that Alaska’s natural resources be managed on a sustainable basis. At that
totalled
time, state-wide harvests
around 25 million salmon. Over
the next few decades, average catches steadily increased as a result of
policy
this
of sustainable management, until, during the 1990s,
excess
annual harvests were well in
of 100 million, and on several
occasions over 200 million fish.
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occurred
An accident that
in the skies over the Grand Canyon in
1956 resulted in the establishment of the Federal Aviation Administration
oversee
(FAA) to regulate and
the operation of aircraft in the skies
congested
over the United States, which were becoming quite
. The
resulting structure of air traffic control has greatly increased the safety of
procedures
flight in the United States, and similar air traffic control
are
also in place over much of the rest of the world.

Exercise 61

designated
Controlled airspace is divided into several different types,
however
by letters of the alphabet. Uncontrolled airspace is Class F,
controlled airspace below 5,490m above sea level and not in the vicinity of
an airport is Class E. All airspace above 5,490m is Class A. The reason for the
division
stems
of Class E and Class A airspace
from the
type of planes operating in them. Generally, Class E airspace is where one
climb
finds
general aviation aircraft (few of which can
above 5,490m anyway), and commercial turboprop aircraft. Above 5,490m
realm
is the
of the heavy jets, since jet engines operate more
efficiently at higher altitudes.

Reading

Exercise 62

switched
After this, many researchers
to auto-ganzfeld tests, an
variant
automated
of the technique which used computers to
random
perform many of the key tasks such as the
selection of
images. By minimising human involvement, the idea was to minimise the risk
flawed
of
results. In 1987, results from hundreds of auto-ganzfeld
tests were studied by Honorton in a ‘meta-analysis’, a statistical technique
overall
for finding the
results from a set of studies. Though less
impressive
compelling than before, the outcome was still
.

Exercise 63

sample
Pilkington built a
plant in 1953 and by 1955 he had
convinced
his company to build a full-scale plant. However, it took
costing
14 months of non-stop production,
the company £100,000
a month, before the plant produced any usable glass. Furthermore,
once
they succeeded in making marketable flat glass, the
off
machine was turned
for a service to prepare it for years
up
of continuous production. When it started
again it took
another four months to get the process right again. They finally succeeded
in 1959 and there are now float plants all over the world, with each able to
produce
around 1000 tons of glass every day, non-stop for around
15 years.

Exercise 64

crosses
The Iron Bridge
the River Severn in Coalbrookdale,
in the west of England. It was the first cast-iron bridge to be successfully
erected
structure
, and the first large cast-iron
of the
expert
industrial age in Europe, although the Chinese were
ironcasters many centuries earlier.

Answer keys to fill in the blanks: Reading
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Exercise 65

fool
The cleverly concealed drugs don’t
super-sniffer Florence,
handler
and her persistent scratching at the case alerts her
.
breed
Florence is one of a truly new
: the product of what is
perhaps the only project in the world dedicated to breeding dogs solely
detect
to
drugs. Ordinary dogs have a 0.1% chance of making
run
it in drug detection. The new breeding programme,
by
the Australian Customs, is so successful that more than 50% of its dogs
make
the grade.

Exercise 66

block
However, there is still a big stumbling
. The laser is no nifty
monster
portable: it’s a
that takes up a whole room. John Howells is
trying to cut down the size and says that a laser around the size of a small
offing
table is in the
. He plans to test this more manageable
live
system on
thunderclouds next summer.

Exercise 67

conducted
A survey
by Anthony Synott at Montreal’s Concordia
comment
University asked participants to
on how important smell
evoke
was to them in their lives. It became apparent that smell can
strong emotional responses. A scent associated with a good experience can
joy
foul
bring a rush of
, while a
odour or one
disgust
associated with a bad memory may make us grimace with
.
Respondents to the survey noted that many of their olfactory likes and
dislikes were based on emotional associations .

When rubber was first commercially produced in Europe during the
commodity
nineteenth century, it rapidly became a very important
,
particularly in the fields of transportation and electricity. However, during
synthetic
the twentieth century a number of new
materials, called
plastics, superseded natural rubber in all but a few applications.
Exercise 69
back
roamed
caught

in the days of America’s Wild West, when cowboys
the range and people were getting themselves
up in gunfights, a new phrase - ‘snake oil’ - entered the
dismissive
language. It was a
term for the patent medicines, often
traders
useless, sold by travelling
who always claimed miraculous
cures
for everything from baldness to snakebite.
Exercise 70

marvel
What we appreciate, enjoy or
at in the works of genius or the
achievements of prodigies are the manifestations of skills or abilities which
are similar to, but so much superior to, our own. But that their minds are
not different from our own is demonstrated by the fact that the hard-won
discoveries of scientists like Kepler or Einstein become the commonplace
knowledge of schoolchildren and the once outrageous shapes and colours
wear
of an artist like Paul Klee so soon appear on the fabrics we
.
This does not minimise the supremacy of their achievements , which
outstrip our own as the sub-four-minute milers outstrip our jogging.

Reading

Exercise 68
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invented
The bicycle was not
by one individual or in one country.
It took nearly 100 years and many individuals for the modem bicycle to be
born
. By the end of those 100 years, bicycles had revolutionized
the way people travel from place to place.

Exercise 72

statement
‘Nothing lives for ever!’ However, in this
we think of
subjected
artificially produced, technical objects, products which are
leads
to natural wear and tear during use. This
to the result that
unusable
at some time or other the object stops working and is
tear
(‘death’ in the biological sense). But are the wear and
and
loss of function of technical objects and the death of living organisms really
similar or comparable?

Exercise 73

factors
Recent research has shown that other
need to be
enormously
considered. Australia’s environment fluctuates
from year to
add
year. These fluctuations
yet another degree of uncertainty
species
to the survival of many
. Catastrophes such as fire, flood,
drought
or epidemic may reduce population sizes to a small
fraction
of their average level.

Exercise 74

mere
Opposing views still arose, however. Hauser noted that
communication of information is commonplace in the animal world. Consider
a species, for example, that uses calls to warn
members
fellow
about the presence. Sounding the alarm can be costly, because the animal
may draw the
of the predator to itself. But it allows others
attention
to safety. “Would you call this teaching?” wrote Hauser.
flee

Reading

Exercise 75

noted
In Tibet, Marco Polo
that tiny cakes of salt were pressed
with
images of the Grand Khan to be used as coins and
to
this day among the nomads of Ethiopia’s Danakil Plains it is
bartered
still used as money. Greek slave traders often
it for slaves,
worth
giving rise to the expression that someone was “not
his salt.

Exercise 76

fraught
Work in the Australian construction industry is
with risk and
placed
the potential for serious harm. The industry is consistently
along
within the three most hazardous industries to work
with
other industries such as mining and transport (National Occupational Health
and Safety Commission, 2003). In the 2001-2002 period, construction work
killed
hence
39 people and injured 13,250 more.
,
more effort is required to reduce the injury rate and maximize the value of
the rehabilitation and return to work processes.

Exercise 77

return
There is considerable support for the notion that the rate of
on investment in higher education is high enough to warrant the financial
burden
associated with pursuing a college degree. Though the
between
earnings differential
college and high school graduates
average
varies over time, college graduates, on
, earn more than
high school graduates. According to the Census Bureau, over an adult’s
working
life, high school graduates earn an average of $1.2 million;
associate’s degree holders earn about $1.6 million; and bachelor’s degree
holders earn about $2.1 million.

Answer keys to fill in the blanks: Reading
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Exercise 78

contention
These statistics support the
that, though the cost of higher
disparity
education is significant, given the earnings
that exists
between those who earn a bachelor’s degree and those who do not, the
return
individual rate of
on investment in higher education is
warrant
sufficiently high to
the cost.

Exercise 79

shudder
Ten years ago Michael Krauss sent a
through the discipline
prediction
of linguistics with his
that half the 6,000 or so languages
uttered
spoken in the world would cease to be
within a century.

Exercise 80

occur
Glacier movement and shape shifting typically
over
presently
hundreds of years. While
about 10 percent of the earth’s
land is covered with glaciers, it is believed that during the last Ice Age glaciers
surface
covered approximately 32 percent of the earth’s
.
retreating
In the past century, most glaciers have been
rather than
flowing forward. It is unknown whether this glacial activity is due to human
causes
impact or natural
, but by studying glacier movement,
and comparing climate and agricultural profiles over hundreds of years,
issues
glaciologists can begin to understand environmental
such
as global warming.
known
Orcas, also
as killer whales, are opportunistic feeders,
prey
which means they will take a variety of different
species.
J, K, and L pods (specific groups of orcas found in the region) are almost
exclusively
fish eaters. Some studies show that up to 90 percent of
diet
their
is salmon, with Chinook salmon being far and away
their favorite. During the last 50 years, hundreds of wild runs of salmon
habitat
have become extinct due to
loss and overfishing of wild
stocks. Many of the extinct salmon stocks are the winter runs of chinook
and coho. Although the surviving stocks have probably been sufficient to
sustain
the resident pods, many of the runs that have been lost
by
were undoubtedly traditional resources favored
the resident
affecting
orcas. This may be
the whales’ nutrition in the winter and
may require them to change their patterns of movement in order to search
for food.

Exercise 82

Centerwall tested this pattern in South Africa, where television broadcasts
banned
were
until 1975. Murder rates in South Africa remained
steady
relatively
from the mid-1940s through the mid- 1970s. By
1987, however, the murder rate had increased 130 percent from its 1974
level
. The murder rates in the United States and Canada had
off
leveled
in the meantime. Centerwall’s study implies that the
medium
of television, not just the content, promotes violence and
conclusion
the current study by Dr. Robinson supports that
.

Reading

Exercise 81
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pollution
Similar to surface impacts, a primary source of acoustic
for this population of orcas would also be derived from the cumulative
traffic
underwater noise of vessel
. For cetaceans, the underwater
critical
sound environment is perhaps the most
component of
their sensory and behavioral lives. Orcas communicate with each other
variety
over short and long distances with a
of clicks, chirps,
squeaks, and whistles, along with using echolocation to locate prey and to
navigate
. They may also rely on passive listening as a primary sensory
source. The long-term impacts from noise pollution would not likely show
rather
up as noticeable behavioral changes in habitat use, but
as
sensory damage or gradual reduction in population health. A new study
called
at The Whale Museum
the Sea-sound Remote Sensing
Network has begun studying underwater acoustics and its relationship to
orca communication.

Exercise 84

introduced
It is not known exactly how or when the potato was first
to
assumption
Europe, however, the general
is that it arrived on a Spanish
ship sometime in the 1600s. For more than one hundred years, Europeans
poisonous
believed that potatoes belonged to a botanical family of a
wore
breed. It was not until Marie Antoinette
potato blossoms in
her hair in the mid-eighteenth century that potatoes became a novelty. By
dietary
the late 1700s, the
value of the potato had been discovered,
widely
and the monarchs of Europe ordered the vegetable to be
planted.

Reading

Exercise 85

dates
The modern field of anesthetics
to the incident when
nitrous oxide (more commonly known as laughing gas) was accidentally
discovered. Humphrey Davy, the inventor of the miner’s lamp, discovered that
inhaling
the toxic compound caused a strange euphoria, followed
by fits of laughter, tears, and sometimes unconsciousness. U.S. dentist,
record
Horace Wells, was the first on
to experiment with laughing
extraction
gas, which he used in 1844 to relieve pain during a tooth
.
Two years later Dr. William Morton created the first anesthetic machine. This
apparatus was a simple glass globe containing an ether-soaked sponge.
Morton considered ether a good alternative to nitrous oxide because the
numbing
effect lasted considerably longer. His apparatus allowed the
patient to inhale vapors whenever the pain became unbearable. In 1846,
trial
during a
experiment in Boston, a tumor was successfully
removed from a man’s jaw area while he was anesthetized with Morton’s
machine.

Exercise 86

demise
One factor that always seems to occur in the
of a language
doubts
is that the speakers begin to have collective
about the
regarding
usefulness of language loyalty. Once they start
their own
inferior
language as
to the majority language, people stop using it
for all situations and the language starts to die out.

Answer keys to fill in the blanks: Reading
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Exercise 87
subsequent

changes by British engineers altered the wheels to make
efficient
pedaling more
. They saw that when a rider turned the
pedals once, the front wheel turned once. If the front wheel was small, the
reasoned
bicycle traveled just a small distance with each turn. They
that if the front wheel were larger, the bicycle would travel a greater distance.
giant
So they designed a bicycle with a
front wheel. They made
primary
the rear wheel small. Its
purpose was to help the rider
balance. Balancing was hard because the rider had to sit high above the
reach
giant front wheel in order to
the pedals.
Exercise 88

cultivated
The first Stone Age plant breeders
these sterile freaks by
descendants
replanting cuttings from their stems. And the
of those
original cuttings are the bananas we still eat today. Each is a virtual clone,
devoid
almost
of genetic diversity. And that uniformity makes it
ripe
for disease like no other crop on Earth.

Exercise 89

inherent
The primary reason seems to be that people have an
fear
laugh
of doing something new. They fear others will
at them
for buying a “toy”. They fear losing control of the vehicle. They fear being
rules
injured. They fear not knowing the
for using a Segway.
on
They fear making people angry if they ride
the sidewalk. All
these fears and others have kept sales low.

in the year 2000 of the range of volunteering activities taken
scale
from The Australia Bureau of Statistics gives an idea of the
of activities in which people are typically involved. Eleven sectors are given
accounted
ranging from Community and Welfare, which
for just over
a quarter of the total hours volunteered in Australia, to law/justice/politics
included
with 1.2 percent at the other and of the scale. Other fields
sport/recreation, religious activities and education, following at 21.1 per
cent, 16.9 and 14.3 per cent of the total hours. The data here also seem to
point
to a cohort of volunteers with expertise and experience.
Exercise 91

It’s not easy trying to model accurately the enormous complexities of
the ever-changing oceans, with their great volume, massive currents and
sensitively to the influence of land masses and the atmosphere. For example,
enters
consider how heat
the ocean. Does it just “diffuse” from
surface
the warmer air vertically into the water, and heat only the
layer of the sea? (Warm water is less dense than cold, so it would not spread
models
downwards). Conventional
of sea-level rise have considered
that this the only method, but measurements have shown that the rate of
heat transfer into the ocean by vertical diffusion is far lower in practice than
adopted
the figures that many models have
.

Reading

Exercise 90
breakdown
A
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Answer keys to fill in the blanks: Reading
Exercise 92

Until the 1950s, it was common for pulp mills and other industries to
untreated
discharge
effluent into rivers and seas. The environmental
effects
were at the time either not understood, or regarded
prosperity
as an acceptable cost of economic
in an increasingly
import-oriented world economy. But greater environmental awareness has
spurred
a fundamental change in attitude in the community, in
government and in industry itself.
Exercise 93

proportion
Between 1990 and 1994, the
of consumers claiming to be
fell
unaware of or unconcerned about green issues
from 18 to
spenders
10 per cent but the number of green
among older people
and manual workers has risen substantially
.

Exercise 94

closest
Chimps are our
living evolutionary relatives and, as such,
suited
are well
to teach us about ourselves. Almost every bone
correlates
in a chimp’s body
with a bone in a human body. Whatever
skeletal distinctions exist are primarily related to the human pattern of
walking upright. Two-legged walking in a chimp is an occasional, transitory
behavior
. In humans, it is a way of life, one that carries with it several
locomotion
benefits, including freed hands. But upright posture and
come with a number of uniquely human maladies.

Reading

Exercise 95

At the time of Perkin’s enrolment, the Royal College of Chemistry was
headed
by the noted German chemist August Wilhelm Hofmann.
caught
Perkin’s scientific gifts soon
Hofmann’s attention and, within
assistant
two years, he became Hofmann’s youngest
. Not long after
that, Perkin made the scientific breakthrough that would bring him both
fortune
fame and
.
Exercise 96

plentiful
Salt is so simple and
that we almost take it for
granted
. In chemical terms, salt is the combination “of a sodium
ion with a chloride on, making it one of the most basic molecules on earth.
deposits
It has been estimated that salt
under the state of Kansas
alone could supply the entire world’s needs for the next 250,000 years.

Exercise 97

indicative
The attention deficit disorders are
of neurological and
sustaining
genetic disorders and are characterised by difficulties with
attention, effort and persistence, organisation skills and disinhibition.
screen
Children experiencing these disorders find it difficult to
out
unimportant information, and focus on everything in the environment rather
attending
than
to a single activity. Background noise in the classroom
becomes a major distraction, which can affect their ability to concentrate

Answer keys to fill in the blanks: Reading
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Exercise 98

call
Another keen paramotorist recently experienced a close
when in the air. ‘I started to get a warm feeling in my back,’ says Patrick
sweating
Vandenbulcke. ‘I thought I was just
. But then I started
to feel burning and I realized I had to get to the ground fast. After an
exhaust
inspection of the engine later, I noticed that the
pipe had
moved during the flight and the harness had started melting.’ This hasn’t
put Vandenbulcke off, however, and he is enthusiastic about persuading
take up
others to
paramotoring. However, he warns: ‘Although it
seems cheaper to try to teach yourself, you will regret it later as you won’t
technique
have a good
.’ A training course will cost over £1,000,
while the equipment costs a few thousand pounds. You may pick up
cheaper equipment second-hand, however. There was one pre-used kit
advertised
on a website, with a bit of damage to the cage and tips
of the propellers due to a rough landing. ‘Scared myself to death,’ the seller
hence
reported, ‘
the reason for this sale.’

Exercise 99

raises
‘It really
the question of what should be considered normal
ageing,’ says Kenneth Manton, a demographer from Duke University in
accepted
North Carolina. He says the problems doctors
as normal in
appearing
a 65-year-old in 1982 are often not
until people are 70 or
75.
principle
Operating on the same
as wind turbines, the power in
sea turbines comes from tidal currents which turn blades similar to ships’
propellers
, but, unlike wind, the tides are predictable and the power
constant
input is
. The technology raises the prospect of Britain
drastically
becoming self-sufficient in renewable energy and
reducing
its carbon dioxide emissions. If tide, wind and wave power are all developed,
plants
Britain would be able to close gas, coal and nuclear power
and export renewable power to other parts of Europe. Unlike wind power,
abandoned
which Britain originally developed and then
for 20 years
allowing the Dutch to make it a major industry, undersea turbines could
export
become a big
earner to island nations such as Japan and
New Zealand.

Exercise 101

lease
Cinema has also given a new
of life to the idea of the story.
pioneers
When the Lumiere Brothers and other
began showing off
means
this new invention, it was by no
obvious how it would be
used. All that mattered at first was the wonder of movement. Indeed, some
worn off
said that, once this novelty had
, cinema would fade away.
It was no more than a passing gimmick, a fairground attraction.

Exercise 102

bombard
The best way to see things differently from other people is to
the brain with things it has never encountered before. Novelty
releases
the perceptual process from the chains of past experience
forces
and
the brain to make new judgments. Successful
exposed
iconoclasts have an extraordinary willingness to be
to
what is fresh and different. Observation of iconoclasts shows that they
embrace
novelty while most people avoid things that are different.

Reading

Exercise 100
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Answer keys to fill in the blanks: Reading
Exercise 103

Lewis and Brooks-Gunn argued that an important developmental milestone
reached
is
when children become able to recognize themselves
visually
without the support of seeing contingent movement.
occurs
This recognition
around their second birthday. In one
dabbed
experiment, Lewis and Brooks-Gunn (1979)
some red
powder on the noses of children who were playing in front of a mirror,
touched
and then observed how often they
their noses. The
reasoned
psychologists
that if the children knew what they usually
looked like, they would be surprised by the unusual red mark and would
start touching it. On the other hand, they found that children of 15 to 18
recognize
months are generally not able to
themselves unless other
cues such as movement are present.
Exercise 104

infallible
The conviction that historical relics provide
testimony
about the past is rooted in the nineteenth and early twentieth centuries,
regarded
when science was
as objective and value free. As one writer
observes: ‘Although it is now evident that artefacts are as easily altered as
veracity
chronicles, public faith in their
endures: a tangible relic
seems ipso facto real: Such conviction was, until recently, reflected in museum
displays
. Museums used to look - and some still do - much like
storage rooms of objects packed together in showcases: good for scholars
subtle
who wanted to study the
differences in design, but not for
the ordinary visitor, to whom it all looked alike. Similarly, the information
lay
accompanying the objects often made little sense to the
visitor. The content and format of explanations dated back to a time when
exclusive
the museum was the
domain of the scientific researcher.

Reading

Exercise 105

implications
The Nicaraguan study may have important
for
direct
governments and aid agencies that need to know where to
their resources. Sandiford says that there is increasing evidence that female
intervention
education, at any age, is ‘an important health
in its own
lend
right’. The results of the study
support to the World Bank’s
budgets
recommendation that education
in developing countries
should be increased, not just to help their economies, but also to improve
child health.

Exercise 106

centre
Inside the academies, science takes
stage. The Australian
Institute of Sports employs more than I000 sports scientists and doctors, and
collaborates
with scores of others in universities and research centres. AIS
across
scientists work
a number of sports, applying skills learned
building
in one - such as
muscle strength in golfers - to others, such
as swimming and squash. They are backed up by technicians who design
collect
instruments to
data from athletes. They all focus on one
ethereal
aim: winning. ‘We can’t waste our time looking at
scientific
questions that don’t help the coach work with an athlete and improve
performance; says Peter Fricker, chief of science at AIS.

Answer keys to fill in the blanks: Reading
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Exercise 107

deal
The lack of ability of some cultures to
with large numbers
traced
is not really surprising. European languages, when
back to
their earlier version, are very poor in number words and expressions. The
express
ancient Gothic word for ten, tachund, is used to
the number
100 as tachund tachund. By the seventy century, the word teon had become
interchangeable with the tachund or hund of the Anglo-Saxon language, and
denoted
so 100 was
as hund teontig,or ten times ten. The average
familiar
person in the seventh century in Europe was not as
with
numbers as we are today. In fact, to qualify as a witness in a count of low a
man had to be able to count to nine!

Exercise 108

“We are

on the government to deliver the much
promised
and almost forgotten tax reform white paper to take a
genuine
long-term view and encourage
public debate on tax
reform,” he said. Further, Mr Conway is pushing the government to consider
extending
new financing options to support small business.
calling

Exercise 109

triggers
Still, no one knows how belief
endorphin release, or
achieve
why most people can’t
placebo pain relief simply by
willing
it. Though scientists don’t know exactly how placebos work,
they have accumulated a fair bit of knowledge about the effect.
contingent
Managers need to make rewards
on performance. To
reward factors other than performance will only reinforce those other
factors. Key rewards such as pay increases and promotions or advancements
allocated
should be
for the attainment of the employee’s specific
goals. Consistent with maximising the impact of rewards, managers should
visibility
look for ways to increase their
. Eliminating the secrecy
surrounding pay by openly communicating everyone’s remuneration ,
publicising performance bonuses and allocating annual salary increases in a
entire
lump sum rather than spreading them out over an
year are
examples of actions that will make rewards more visible and potentially more
motivating
.

Exercise 111

prodigious
From childhood, Marie was remarkable for her
memory,
on
and at the age of 16 won a gold medal
completion of her
through
secondary education. Because her father lost his savings
bad investment, she then had to take work as a teacher. From her earnings
finance
she was able to
her sister Bronia’s medical studies in
Paris, on the understanding that Bronia would, in turn, later help her to
get
an education.

Reading

Exercise 110
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Exercise 112

complex
Using data is a
business. Well, before a championship,
developing
sports scientists and coaches start to prepare the athlete by
a ‘competition model’, based on what they expect will be the winning
times. ‘You design the model to make that time.’ says Mason. ‘A start of
this much, each free-swimming period has to be this fast, with a certain
stroke
frequency, with turns done in these times.’ All the training
geared
is then
towards making the athlete hit those targets,
both overall and for each segment of the race. Techniques like these have
transformed
Australia into arguably the world’s most successful sporting
nation.

Exercise 113

ecumenical
But no issue, once politicized, remains
for long. In 1989
through
Thatcher’s time was nearly up. Gore’s was just beginning.
the 1990s and 2000s, as climate change became associated with left or
positions
pushback
liberal policy
, it started to receive serious
from the right, for whom the political motivations of those championing
vehicle
the science were obvious. Climate change was seen as a
for
totem
promoting big government and higher taxes. It became a
of the partisan divide.

Reading

Exercise 114

state
In the febrile, divisive
of our politics, it’s not what you say,
counts
it’s what you say about yourself by saying it that really
.
The social media revolution amplifies and exaggerates these kinds of
accusations
. It has become easier than ever to find evidence of how
lie
individuals’ public attitudes are given the
by their private
actions. There are now so many public attitudes to choose from, and private
hide
actions are now so much harder to
. Twitter is a vast
corroding
hypocrisy-generating machine that is
democratic politics.

Exercise 115

The Dutch are not the only would-be moles. Growing numbers of Europeans
burrowing
are
below ground to create houses, offices, discos and
proving
shopping malls. It is already
a way of life in extreme
climates
; in winter months in Montreal, Canada, for instance, citizens
escape
complete
can
the cold in an underground complex
with shops and even health clinics. In Tokyo, builders are planning a
begun
massive underground city to be
in the next decade, and
underground shopping malls are already common in Japan, where 90 per
squeezed
cent of the population is
into 20 per cent of the landscape.

Answer keys to fill in the blanks: Reading
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Exercise 116

to
But there are limits
adaptation and loud noise becomes
on
more troublesome if the person is required to concentrate
with
more than one task. For example, high noise levels interfered
the performance of subjects who were required to monitor three dials
of
a time, a task not unlike that
an aeroplane pilot or an airtraffic controller (Broadbent, 1957). Similarly, noise did not affect a subject’s
with
ability to track a moving line
a steering wheel, but it did
mess with the subject’s ability to repeat numbers while tracking.

Exercise 117

Reading

susceptible
Almost all edible varieties are
to the diseases, so growers
change
cannot simply
to a different banana. With most crops, such
unleash
scouring
a threat would
an army of breeders,
the
traits
world for resistant relatives whose
they can breed into
commercial varieties.
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Exercise 113

Not all climate sceptics are part of the “alt-right”. But everyone in the alt-right
toxic
is now a climate sceptic. That’s what makes the politics so
.
driven
It means that climate scepticism is being
out by climate
given
cynicism. A sceptic questions the evidence for a
claim and
asks whether it is believable. A cynic questions the motives of the people
deploy
who
the evidence, regardless of whether it is believable or
defend
not. Any attempt to
the facts gets presented as evidence
peddling
that the facts simply suit the interests of the people
them.
Exercise 114

Governments have encouraged waste paper collection and sorting
schemes
and at the same time, the paper industry has
responded
by developing new recycling technologies that have
paved
the way for even greater utilization of used fibre.
Exercise 115

Reading

stark
The politics of climate change poses a
dilemma for anyone
against
wanting to push back
the purveyors of post-truth. Should
bide
they
their time and trust that the facts will win out in the
weapons
end? Or do they use the evidence as
in the political fight,
suspicion
in which case they risk confirming the
that they have gone
beyond the facts? It is not just climate scientists who find themselves in this
bind
.
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KEYS to filll in the blanks: Reading & writing
Exercise 1

amassed
endowed
guaranteed
received

temptations
inclusions
specifications
modifications

theoretical
practical
actual
tangible

rejected
forbiden
banned
denied

perfected
accomplished
elaborated
fulfilled

adage
edition
extension
addition

compounded
made
equipped
embellished

Exercise 2
allocate
apportion
shoulder
move

shrewd
ingenious
canny
dumb

innocent
sinful
stained
corrupt

directs
points
fuels
doubles

act
engage
affect
cut

likening
resembling
reminding
surrogating

coated
smudged
dipped
coloured

reported
enumerated
plagiarised
patented

substituting
removing
replacing
sugar-coating

surrendered
succumbed
inflicted
debilitated

Exercise 4
tired
fed up
weary
bored

participate
take on
take up
contribute

Having
Holding
Depending
Coming

with
including
concluding
conclusive

dumbbell
muscle
body
weight

care
beauty
health
trim

welcome
well-come
welcomed
welcame

Exercise 5
effort
service
family
practice

versatile
numerous
established
applicable

broadened
impacted
added
prolonged

crusts
tips
cogs
crowns

perish
let go
dispose
dump

Exercise 6
demanding
pedantic
burgeoning
dwindling

list
box
media
hierarchy

activated
involved
perceived
met

potential
active
disinterested
predisposed

owing
driving
providing
possessing

signage
specific
marker
part

cater
provide
take care
satisfy

expectations
temptations
reservations
exacerbations

Exercise 3

Reading

streams
pieces
units
yarns

tedious
facile
animated
exhilarating

KEYS to fill in the blanks: Reading & writing
Exercise 7
creates
impedes
projects
reflects

is it
it is
it can
it be

retrieved
traced
paced
tracked

provincial
strategic
substantial
traditional
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advances
improvements
improvisations
processes

create
depart
force
turn
chunk
cluster
array
band

audited
examined
probed
researched

Exercise 9
by
into
to
with

run
go
be
persist

vis-a-vis
vice versa
déjà vu
laissez-faire

opposite
same
reverse
similar

Exercise 10
profession
skill
work
move

to
by
of
in

Exercise 11
projecting
propelling
soaring
traversing

landmarks
impediments
milestones
signs

intrigued
questioned
conspired
amused

translated
transported
integrated
transacted

sites
realms
states
arenas

proposed
associated
affiliated
connected

Exercise 12
unmasked
disguised
shrouded
veiled

bloom
glitch
tiff
blight

Although
While
However
Meanwhile

paternal
maternal
separated
identical

take
derive
flush
seek
specifically
crudely
resoundingly
literally

inexorable
inconclusive
infinitesimal
interminable

miniscule
astronomic
massive
prodigious
in action
at work
in swing
in tandem

defeated
equalled
rivalled
beaten
In spite
Contrary
Despite
Even though

decompose
wither
conciliate
germinate

Reading

Exercise 8
knocked
beaten
plagued
struck
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KEYS to filll in the blanks: Reading & writing
Exercise 13
cusp
turn
middle
first

1920
1920s
1920’s
1920th

soared
spiked
plunged
hiked

shapes
formats
designs
moulds

set
team
bunch
couple

Pioneered
Developed
Produced
Discovered

force
motion
alive
action

resuscitation
recognition
detection
perception

satisfied
hopeful
timid
confident

increasing
rising
unrelenting
continuing

predictions
prophecie
indications
quotas

intimidation
warning
danger
threat

accessible
vulnerable
defenceless
adjacent

inventory
repertoire
stock
gamut

point
grade
level
size

technique
performance
presentation
functioning

final
ultimate
remaining
bottom

wrapped
enveloped
immersed
enfolded

Exercise 17
blazing
incinerating
scorching
burning

emphasized
focused
pointed
accentuated

precipitated
deposited
settled
reserved

fostering
inducing
provoking
causing

last
first
spouse
latter

exposure
submission
juxtaposition
exhaling

assigned
allocated
attributed
alleged

Exercise 14

ring
connect
punch
dial

trickiest
simplest
easiest
arduous
Exercise 15
presents
pursues
wages
conducts

Reading

Exercise 16

Exercise 18

suggests
cites
proposes
eludes
Exercise 19
demand
look
claim
deserve
handy
effective
decent
logical

words
lines
phrases
jargons

consistent
constant
sporadic
intrinsic
caused
brought
made
effected

benefits
characterizations
signs
traits
joke
conversation
fun
entertainment

up
in
down
forward

favouring
weighing
biasing
turning
shake
shimmy
shrink
shrug

KEYS to fill in the blanks: Reading & writing
were
are being
will
have

in
in the wake of
through
for

Exercise 21
central
crucial
decisive
imperative

soak
engage
absorb
employ

consequences
penalties
price
reprisal

reserved
modest
plain
evident

press
pack
cram
push

Exercise 22
lead
keep
hose
drive

go
take
weigh
register

where
while
when
hence

capacity
brim
fullness
top

supply
haulage
customers
shipment

embarked
started
began
commenced

turbulent
capricious
volatile
eruptive

fortune
future
tycoon
capital

counting
amassing
summoning
attracting

sector
plan
merger
scale

to
by
in
on

manipulated
handled
controlled
recorded

practice
action
application
use

Exercise 24
Encouraged
Threatened
Fortified
Solidified

practise
appeal
exercise
provide

rein
take
turn
get

through
lead
suit
chase

apparently
absolutely
undoubtedly
essentially

Exercise 25
impossible
uncanny
incomparable
innumerable

asks
relates
talks
tells

phantom
severed
cut-off
sleeping

existence
presence
feeling
sight

rule
fact
principle
law

tried
invested
instrumented
relied

uses
exploits
operates
manipulates

Exercise 23

adopted
introduced
adapted
accepted
Exercise 26
works
pivots
acts
turns

lacks
has
gets
contracts

associated
related
correlated
accordance

likelihood
essence
culmination
percentage

Reading

Exercise 20
in where
in that
so that
in which
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KEYS to filll in the blanks: Reading & writing
Exercise 27
reviewed
remembered
welcomed
revolted

brontology
dendrochronology
entomophogy
botany

attract
catch
reach
supersede

thriving
dwindling
populating
generating

Exercise 28
manoeuvre
track
manipulate
steer
Exercise 29
compounded
loosened
amalgamated
complemented

Reading

Exercise 30
quantified
identified
established
diagnosed

exert
exercise
utilize
consume

staple
fixed
constant
national

exposed
dazzled
fascinated
absorbed

exacerbate
dwindle
drive up
lessen

enlighten
illuminate
elucidate
illustrate
square
acre
patch
land

intricacy
fineness
treat
delicacy

free
precluded
apart
far
quantity
ample
countless
expanse

sample
drill
discovery
exercise

reckoned
anticipated
enumerated
calculated

figure
numbers
rate
numeral

barren
arable
arid
infertile

for
against
upon
before

an annual
a fiscal
per annum
an all-rounder

packages
parcels
shots
gifts

enrichments
subsidies
discoveries
achievements

conservative
respective
pre-emptive
indecisive
Exercise 31
most
highest
top
vast
Exercise 32
forceful
inevitable
impractical
tortuous
Exercise 33
moved
ventured
risked
progressed

take it in
turns it around
takes it out
brings it about
strikingly
highly
moving
precisely

immortal
habitual
ageless
perpetual

feigned
apparent
superficial
alleged
extinct
depleted
unique
extracted

estimated
proposed
evaluated
founded
drawn
camouflaged
hanged
worn

KEYS to fill in the blanks: Reading & writing
Exercise 34
mesmerized
hypnotized
engrossed
bewitched

exuberant
gloomy
despondent
dismal

matured
senile
juvenile
experienced

cavorting
relaxing
slumping
catnapping

Exercise 35
cursed
addressed
confronted
approached

symbolic
graphic
pictorial
diagrammatic

steams
consideration
commentary
coverage

independent
autonomous
liberated
self-sufficient

Exercise 36
referred
called
named
titled

evolved
unfolded
advanced
progressed

sections
dichotomies
branches
stems

site
conclude
exist
base

primitive
penultimate
former
prior

Exercise 37
spring
flash
jump
reminiscent

inkling
indication
signal
hint

scrutiny
survey
perusal
probe

gestures
cues
indicators
signals

contrasted
compared
differentiated
juxtapose

arouse
provoke
inflame
move

encouragement
entertainment
enticement
embarrassment
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Exercise 38
aggregate
overall
congregation
consensus

unfamiliar
popular
strange
ubiquitous

tried
put
figured
carried

commonly
frequently
predominantly
precociously

Exercise 39
built-in
separated
assorted
instigated

at
with
over
onto

manner
action
trace
trait

oasis
plains
peaks
ravines

Exercise 40
altitude
view
attitude
correlation

distortions
contortions
penetrations
procrastinations

wrecking
promoting
propagating
boosting

compounded
landed
comprised
amounted

Reading

concentrate
engage
practice
invest
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KEYS to filll in the blanks: Reading & writing
Exercise 41

to change
change
changing
changed

were
be
is
was

training
trained
to train
train

would have
will
would be
would

will label
will be labelled
will be labelling
will be label

Exercise 42
result
evidence
signs
proof

commemorate
enshrine
annihilate
perpetuate

contrasts
compares
correlates
contradicts

access
register
cooperate
enter

inequity
fairness
equality
impartiality

Exercise 43
concedes
corroborates
contributes
concurs

Reading

Exercise 44
ruffled
poised
undermined
discouraged

collection
concentration
demolition
absorption
fantasy
memory
consciousness
camaraderie

inverted
proverbial
recurring
ubiquitous

contamination
production
chain
system
resuscitation
reinvention
retribution
rehabilitation

upset
turn down
predispose
flourish
started about
gone off
set out
moved on

Exercise 45
deep
embossed
profound
crucial

give in
give up
give away
give out

surge
surplus
decline
lack

tend
work
attend
care

Exercise 46
kids
infants
offspring
seeds

built up
sought out
found out
tracked down

hatching
moulting
surviving
fledgling

cue
suggestion
mark
post

Exercise 47
sharp
profound
supreme
rudimentary

grow
foster
suppress
multiply

work
establish
base
create

provides
equips
settles
constructs

Exercise 48
targeted
aimed
focused
directed

strictly
specifically
rigorously
closely

initiative
process
action
resort

tranquillisers
painkillers
anesthetisers
pacifiers

Exercise 49
marvel
shame
match
outstrip
Exercise 50

to
in
at
with

hail
greet
shower
pride

existed
traversed
obtained
managed

hence
lest
nor
albeit

compared
different
prepared
inferior

persisted
conducted
compiled
reiterated

Transmittable
Preventable
Infectious
Viral

Exercise 51
flimsiest
sturdiest
mightiest
toughest

disintegrated
collapsed
destroyed
fainted

Exercise 52
triple
double
single
quadruple

prosthetics
photosynthesis
nucleosynthetic
biosynthetic

Exercise 53
evaluated
tasted
sampled
inspected

corresponded
related
supported
resembled

Exercise 54
thought
coined
formulated
framed

disastrous
detrimental
raging
malignant

smashed
crushed
flattened
imploded

destroyed
untouched
survived
left

unrivalled
unimposing
uncanny
unattended

birth
beginning
time
dawn

conducted
established
deduced
accorded

inherited
ancestral
indigenous
paternal

saw
made
led
had

marked
signed
coordinated
reserved

moving
occurring
spanning
brushing

trajectories
longitudes
equinoxes
ecliptics

crafted
disseminated
reiterated
repatriated

Exercise 55
rolled
spread
lurched
tossed

encroached
descended
approached
proceeded

vanished
vanquished
disintegrated
perished

finished
culminated
amounted
manufactured

merchandise
good
product
commodity

staples
common
currents
routine

stemmed
rooted
caused
produced

harsh
intensive
severe
tyrannous

offered
proposed
arrived
granted

top
raw
hard
rare
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KEYS to filll in the blanks: Reading & writing

Reading

Exercise 56
ubiquitous
auspicious
outrageous
audacious

kick
launch
set
grapple

sequence
portray
enumerate
extrapolate

tide and ebb-tide
flora and fauna
wax and wane
the rank and file

Exercise 57
Deploying
Harnessing
Handling
Expending

have been using
have used
use
have been used

Exercise 58
start
commencing
advent
fall

cooperate
coordinate
corroborate
collaborate

cycles
phenomenon
occurrences
series

axis
equator
diameter
centre

circle
circuit
revolution
roll

Exercise 59
produces
manufactures
makes
fabricates

effect
tally
charge
toll

dwindles
lessens
eliminates
proliferates

practises
exercises
exerts
implements

plenty
abundant
ample
sufficient

Exercise 60
laissez-faire
déjà vu
chic
entrepreneur

extreme
exception
insult
exile

resign
retreat
appeal
impeach

by
to
in
over

consumers
containers
parties
depots

propounded
subdued
implemented
supplemented

worked
run
crafted
staffed

apart
away
out
up

Exercise 61
angle
side
aspect
view

motive
tangent
inertial
current

came
happened
took
made

contained
maintained
prevented
attained

circle
oval
arc
cut

Exercise 62
Rudimentary
Sophisticated
Flawless
Complicated

On the other hand
In addition
While
Eventually

neighbourhood
juxtaposition
vicinity
next

uncannily
similarly
theoretically
remotely

potent
efficacious
useless
cogent

dump
carry
import
fire

masquerading
copycatting
pretending
approximating

Exercise 63
effect
place
affect
action

blanketed
extended
recovered
coated

initial
primal
current
immediate

involved
restrained
bound
expected

afforded
rewarded
presented
presumed

Exercise 64
peaks
bottom
nadir
trough

use
provide
apply
imply

by
through
on
in

point
direction
corner
gravitation

continuum
excess
curriculum
prospect

Exercise 65
strong
crushing
compelling
soft

brink
periphery
brim
edge

in
by
over
on

interprets
says
means
translates

attracted
concocted
detected
distinguished

connected
opposed
against
related

episodes
instalments
divisions
chapters

bouts
rotations
cycles
series

fee
expense
price
finance

Exercise 66

begin
start
embark
commence

Exercise 67
supported
guaranteed
indemnified
pledged

Consequently
Correspondingly
Practically
Presumably

really
proportionally
rarely
perfectly

parallel
matched
angled
similar

exported
transported
extradited
banished

Exercise 68
utterly
wholly
perfectly
undoubtedly

esoteric
unambiguous
lucid
unencumbered

feeble
precarious
unswerving
unreliable

upper hand
primacy
flip side
edge

episode
incidence
affair
action

Exercise 69
rule
dominate
command
intimidate

prodigious
staggering
mindboggling
overwhelming

rectify
compromise
suppress
reiterate

throw
swing
propel
repel

handy
first
cheap
ready

vary
oscillate
fluctuate
waver

employ
handle
apply
assign

accident
happening
luck
coincidence
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KEYS to filll in the blanks: Reading & writing
Exercise 70

auctioned
calculated
estimated
patented

abundant
negligible
precocious
listless

Exercise 71

intended
proposed
required
acquired

removes
detaches
withdraws
amputates
Exercise 72

Reading

frugally
opulently
copiously
profusely

recognise
distinguish
separate
set

serving
spending
processing
filling

replace
friendly
choice
alternative

resulted
made
led
meant

fed
kept
stepped
traced

by
in
at
on

peculiarity
theme
trait
feature

renovated
transformed
mutated
remoulded

prey
sky
hunt
kill

arrest
slavery
captivity
cage

Exercise 73
acts
feats
turns
exploits

printed
reported
posted
published

peers
counterparts
colleagues
mates

reports
reviews
stories
descriptions

minor
trifle
rouph
real

gained
stood
improved
rated

distributed
broadcast
vanished
dispersed
engender
originate
generate
trigger

Exercise 74
transparent
evident
clear
fetched
Exercise 75
order
command
demand
request

comrades
crampons
lapels
crevasses

encountered
underwent
endured
braved

usage
gaining
utilization
running

animosity
camaraderie
benevolence
deposition

invades
visits
plagues
pains

thrive
strive
survive
prepare

funded
maintained
supplied
invested

make
cause
plead
trick

bears
gears
pairs
clears

Exercise 76

mixed
ambivalent
confused
undecided
Exercise 77
assemble
gather
accumulate
multiply

exemplary
unrivalled
phenomenal
defective

silver
thin
red
invisible

runs
acts
goes
forms

enriched
deepened
boosted
intensified

head
top
peak
crest

mammals
creatures
species
monsters

threat
danger
jeopardy
peril

remedy
therapy
management
treatment

about
in
over
out

devolvement
poisoning
intoxication
encroachment
sum
figure
number
digit

begun
inaugurated
funded
set up

administer
run
take place
set off

administered
performed
attended
held

bosom
heart
soul
foot

nest
mound
house
den

compatible
fit
match
harmony

to
on
with
by

defined
delineated
described
understood

want
sake
good
bad

kicked
broke
set
stood

topologist
ornithologist
entomologist
etymologist

Exercise 78

handy
popular
futile
unrivaled

Exercise 79

Exercise 80
regulated
determined
conditioned
decided
Exercise 81
finds
saw
stored
proved
Exercise 82
verifies
replies
refutes
questions

weighs
measures
counts
calculates

rate
pace
speed
span

perpetually
conversely
simply
similarly

facets
aspects
perspectives
angles

continued
carried
went
passed

produced
claimed
transformed
proposed

term
know
name
call

lesson
curriculum
scheme
course

challenged
threatened
discouraged
intimidated

wage
stipend
allowance
boundary

advocate
repudiate
dismiss
decline
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Exercise 83
precursor
scorcher
frigid
stench

parches
swathes
layers
veils

blip
glitch
flip
trick

elevate
thrust
climb
dip

Reading

Exercise 84
aspects
knowledge
feats
light

surrendered
dumped
abandoned
yielded

Exercise 85
marks
properties
features
elements

receded
recoiled
retarded
repatriated

at
in
out
through

collect
contain
collect
hold

Exercise 86
connection
correlation
association
link
Exercise 87
dependent
conditional
addicted
resistant

decided
trusted
relied
confided

Exercise 88

confesses
points
admits
reveals

lofty
vaulting
soaring
mounting

sweltering
roasting
sizzling
suffocating

habitation
housing
tenancy
lease

thick
diameter
tall
big

of
in
at
with

intersect
bump
rub
proceed

collected
left
deposited
built

tendency
bent
habit
propensity

commenced
blazed
charred
roamed

coordinate
arrange
conceive
prepare

sceptical
pessimistic
optimistic
disillusioned

grazed
fed
nourished
sustained

ransacked
overwhelmed
banished
devastated

cardinal
vital
centra;
root

opulence
affluence
famine
profusion

declines
eruptions
surges
plunges

poorer
fewer
insufficient
erroneous

naive
subtle
oblivious
uninformed

presented
unfolded
exhibited
exposed

KEYS to fill in the blanks: Reading & writing
Exercise 89
road
course
procedure
path

holds
stands
happens
provides

glows
flows
breeds
adds

increase
crisi
equilibrium
decrease

exchange
renews
change
transform

Exercise 90
thought
wild
framed
snappy

funny
shocking
stupid
hilarious

shame
honour
astonishment
memory

invigorating
bolstering
fortifying
debilitating

take up
take off
get in
give up

potential
possibility
fruition
result

relation
spite
opposition
contrast

established
handled
launched
started

Exercise 92
introduced
produced
concocted
presumed
Exercise 93
line
race
track
circle
Exercise 94
distributing
providing
separating
attracting
Exercise 95
person
body
organ
operation
Exercise 96
inexorable
composed
tranquil
anxious

fixing
fix
fixed
fixes
design
strategy
framework
schedule
rise
raise
burgeon
grow
all fours
four legs
quadrupeds
front legs

care
consider
provide
matter
decision
shift
mutation
practice

revolve
turn
circulate
rotate
measures
scales
criteria
guidelines
sedate
unimpressed
taciturn
serious

standard
familiar
sensible
bizarre
effectively
precisely
severely
composedly

accumulate
arrive
reach
add up
prominent
defining
decisive
pragmatic
command
strength
feasibility
feebleness

advanced
stipulated
represented
supposed

cumbersome
manageable
straightforward
efficient

along
in
with
between

undistorted
straight
square
strict

Reading

evil
dignity
indecency
dishonor
Exercise 91
plunging
escalating
diving
plummeting
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Exercise 97
familiarized
saturated
immersed
acquainted
Exercise 98
to
for
among
in
Exercise 99

asked
troubled
haunted
patronised

perceived
distinguished
ascertained
appraised

declared
given
handed
broadcast

fired
set
commenced
ballooned

sit
graduate
practise
attend

proliferation
constipation
ventilation
galvanisation

concern
absorb
associate
involve

to
at
in
on

ameliorate
lessen
exacerbate
prevaricate

cultures
colonies
civilisations
aliens

abbreviation
acronym
elision
contraction

continuously
profusely
intermittently
consistently

demoted
dulled
heartened
harangued

thriving
serious
preventive
seminal

tracked
confirmed
indicated
referred

Exercise 100

Reading

shell
try
change
fill
Exercise 101
inventing
formulating
envisaging
forming

to date
nowadays
formerly
currently

taken
offered
provided
given

voluntary
compulsive
imperative
discretionary

promulgated
duplicated
eavesdropped
absconded

Exercise 102
conclusions
literature
results
topics

persuaded
provoked
inspired
motivated

association
present
conjunction
relation

incongruous
harmonious
ludicrous
preposterous

Exercise 103
crowded
treated
gathered
shown

neared
inched
moved
blocked

based
administered
stayed
presented

outperformed
teased
cascaded
chided

hammered
took
turned
cooked

awards
badges
rewards
honour

preceded
ran
stretched
covered

eavesdropped
listened
prevaricated
flustered

Exercise 105
increasing
evaporating
building up
compounding

authenticity
lampoon
portmanteau
recidivism

farms
greenhouses
ranches
barns

augmentations
developments
reinforcements
maturations

Exercise 104

KEYS to fill in the blanks: Reading & writing
Exercise 106
taunted
cowered
lauded
ingratiated

prepared
concluded
created
conducted

experience
tails
flashes
moments

obedient
amenable
recalcitrant
compliant

Exercise 107
proposed
arose
forwarded
mentioned

identical
mirror
copy
clone

masses
merits
weights
heaviness

married
contracted
merged
galvanised

similarity
intuition
pragmatism
distinctiveness

practise
exercise
enforce
rule

responds
answers
returns
behaves

haulage
freight
commute
transport

charge
prescribe
refer
record

burden
cargo
payload
merchandise

landing
carrying
moving
loading

deciding
making
providing
envisaging

trusting
worrying
cheering
paying

Exercise 108

perception
recognition
presumption
translation

Exercise 109

revolutionized
transferred
transformed
preserved

129

about
on
in
of
Exercise 111

ecumenical
consecutive
augmenting
rampant

aim
target
theme
cause

relied
based
drew
resulted

invested
collected
grown
advised

Exercise 112
in
at
against
with

access
pierce
penetrate
surrender

on
for
with
to

meeting
facing
risking
bracing

reverberation
quietness
insulation
mufflers

points
motives
subjects
grounds

read
expressed
met
provided

Reading

Exercise 110
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Exercise 113

Caused
Inspired
Prevailed
Stimulated

Reading

Exercise 114

journeys
excursions
expeditions
explorations

empathy
sympathy
apathy
affection

besieging
surveying
conquering
populating

Cowardly
Faltered
Disgruntled
Undaunted

turns
circles
revolves
rotates

permits
complies
composed
concedes

while
even thought
despite
when

individual
distinct
particular
accurate

Exercise 115
informed
posted
reported
notified

connecting
coordinating
linking
correlating

audits
monitors
observes
surveys

taking
adding
factoring
considering

Exercise 116
inferred
judged
considered
suspected

shaped
cooled
formatted
formed

Exercise 117
heels
tails
footprints
tracks

off
on
in
with

composite
compiled
concentrated
cumulative

propelled
spurred
stipulated
derived

Exercise 118
row
wall
trench
line

identify
determine
correlate
establish

duck
elude
evade
flee

hamper
restraint
confine
recess

Exercise 119
upend
inverse
disturb
intrude

poignant
blunt
ruthless
poised

dethrone
decapitate
devaluate
depreciate

encourage
invest
install
lodge

Exercise 120
leave
shake
drag
hit

over
afar
beyond
above

soften
decrease
subside
dwindle

fleeting
lasting
permanent
perennial

coalesced
dissociated
condensed
merged

hurting
nagging
achy
tedious

parallel
ditto
identical
diverse

KEYS to fill in the blanks: Reading & writing

Exercise 122

consistent
serving
competing
standing

appearance
publication
printing
indication

clash
conflict
crash
smash

link
distinction
comparison
similarity

accident
name
definition
agreement

content
compelled
composed
required

respect
comparison
relation
opposition

devolved
extended
returned
emerged

Exercise 123
mar
adorn
deform
spoil

sheer
bare
fake
modest

mentions
says
argues
claims

ended
culminated
completed
rounded

extraordinary
eccentric
irregular
typical

Exercise 124
preserve
possess
retain
maintain
Exercise 125

rewarded
favoured
benefited
gained

dropping
omitting
failing
grading

over
in
of
on

renowned
known
famous
referred

alteration
turn
step
move

Exercise 126
full
awash
vast
hefty

racks
gives
owns
runs

path
hanger
route
runway

adoring
honouring
mesmerising
cherishing

lust
renunciation
surrender
sacrifice

bring
worry
go
take

Exercise 127
fact
myth
science
evidence

undetected
prudent
insane
painless

down
in
over
through
hysterics
revellers
concoctors
haberdasheries

morsel
scrap
piece
potion

percolating
enforcing
meeting
performing
herbivores
poultries
canines
crustaceans
blandness
extravagance
indulgence
austerity

addicted
dependent
obsessive
infatuated

Reading

Exercise 121
process
construction
making
creation
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Exercise 128
assign
refer
hint
cite

switch
mutate
transform
perturb

gasp
use
exhale
breathe

impression
replication
forgery
cast

Exercise 129

adage
anecdote
phrase
motto

up
down
bound
off

with
in
by
on

resulted
culminated
emerged
yielded

carry
conduct
operate
run

promotes
advances
charges
boosts

Exercise 130

enhance
strengthening
multiply
enhance

Reading

Exercise 131
gaps
factions
cracks
chasm
Exercise 132

compatible
livable
ambient
practical
stanes
postures
moods
notions

arise
mention
mark
popularize

titled
listed
dubbed
entitled

pretending
masquerading
concealing
camouflaging

picture
practice
solution
perspective

Exercise 133
frightening
moving
putting
scaring

response
reaction
turn
reply

envelops
scatters
broadcasts
spreads

infect
carry
develop
contain

providence
dominance
mastery
influence
catching
trying
fighting
running

catchphrase
buzzword
cliché
jargon

realistic
sensible
unrealistic
stupendous

1980s
1980’s
1980s’
1980

squander
scatter
garner
disperse
basis
heart
focus
core

changing
tipping
twinging
winning

KEYS to fill in the blanks: Reading & writing
high & low
waxing & waning
more or less
tide & ebb

Exercise 135
choosing
to choose
choose
to choosing

basin
latitudes
elevation
peaks

practiced
cultivated
farmed
ploughed

out
in
up
away

Exercise 136
shell
try
change
fill

demoted
dulled
heartened
harangued

invaded
encroached
expanded
condensed

studying
study
studied
to study

thriving
serious
preventive
seminal

tracked
confirmed
indicated
referred

Exercise 137
has been suggested
suggest
is suggesting
has suggesetd

is
were
are
be

plays
play
playing
to play

Exercise 138
reconstructs
to reconstruct
reconstructing
reconstruct

meaning
mean
means
to mean

denote
denoting
to denote
denotes

Exercise 139
sounded
set
pressed
launched

oblige
insist
abandon
cause

buries
sown
drowned
weeded

strengthened
invigorated
exausted
replenished

scale
slam
stage
state

Reading

Exercise 134
aftermath
impact
impression
touch
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EX1 1. brilliant
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2. born

3. exceptional

6. consecutive

7. spectacular

4. very
9. achieved

5. worth
10. feet

11. strode

12. youthful
EX2 1. stealthy

2. propulsion

6. rethink

3. bid

7. announced

4. propulsion
8. executive

5. playing

9. conference

10. incorporate
EX3

1. coalition

2. unveiled

3. hit

4. sentencing

5. votes

6. curriculum
EX4

1. assistant

2. phone

3. asked

4. pseudo

EX5

1. confirms

2. catch

3. occur

4. tracked

7. protection
1. adorned

2. point

EX7

1. elections

2. sovereignty 3. constituency

EX8

1. synthesis

2. cycle

3. faults

EX9
EX10

4. precursor

5. pathways

1. rerun
2. multitude
6. contingency 7. belief

3. arguing

4. ordinal

5. deliberately

1. booming

3. agricultures 4. tunnel

2. giant

7. rows 8. tomatoes

9. region

14. addition

EX11

1. predicament 2. famously

EX12

1. disrepair

EX13

1. 1969

15. instance

11. melons

16. popped

17. residents

4. desert

5. suit

3. accuracy

2. exists

3. hostile
8. simulated

6. obliterate

9. cheese

2.

3. committee

4. incidents

5. devices

6. windscreen

7. vehicles

8. fleet

9. additions

10. stock

1. women 2. daughters 3. computation 4. subsequent
8. eclipse

12. composition
16. devote
1. lie

6. minute

12. southern

1. what’s

7. thousands

EX16

10. certain

5. vegetables

6. molecule

2. commemorate

7. presumable

EX15

4. aren’t

3. error

13. greens

6. stuck

8. college

EX6

EX14

5. internal

9. amateur

13. determine

17. classification

2. presidency

3.commentator

5. raising

6. fortunately

10. spectrum

11. tail-tale

14. mysterious

15. convinced

18. developed 19. partner

20.fortune

EX17

EX18

1. rural 2. education

3. recruit

4. business

7. salary

8. data

9. outcomes

1. catchall

2. whale

3. split

6. components 7. melt

5. circumstance

4. soften

6. assess

5. reuse

8. bewildering 9. emerge

10. shaped

5. truces

11. tailored
EX19

1. returned

2. recorded

3. prior

4. ancient

6. attempt

7. sacrifices

8. celebrate

9. abilities

EX20

1. educate

2. inexorable

3. freefall

4. moral

EX21

1. fertile

2. mindless

3. journal

4. buffet

6. cleared

7. emptied

8. covered

9. cue

EX22

1. drop

2. announced 3. civilian

EX23

1. remember

2. unique

3. worth

1. enigma

2. third

3. psychologist 4. communication

6. rulers

7. breeds

1. purposes

2. honor

3. funerals

6. rulers

7. prosperity

8. extension

EX26

1. engineers

2. debris

EX27

1. journey

2. knights

7. spirit

8. curtain

1. museum

2. community 3. published

6. applauds

7. willing

1. edition

2. agenda

7. brink

8. Relativity

EX30

1. scorn

2. solidarity

EX31

1. instructions 2.stored

3. form

4. catalyse

EX32

1. century

2. hierarchy

3. philosophy

4. path 5. slaying

EX33

1. theories

2. condition

3. conceptualize

4. specimen

5. guests

5. excitement

6. individual
EX24

EX25

EX28

EX29

6. overwhelmed
EX34

1. institute

5. turns

4. ancient

5. holy

3. medieval

4. pieces

5. versions

9. eve

10. solutions

11. breath

4. dean

5. embraced

4. invitation

5. this 6. question

3. queries

6. soldiers

3. commit

7. load

2. foundations 3. awareness

4. wear

5. teenagers

EX35

1. mathematicians

EX36

1. industrially

2. recognized

3. calendar

4. celestial

2. smaller

3. robust

4.proud

3. rescue

4. casualties

5. line

5. odd 6. 70

7. unbelievable
EX37

1. passenger

2. blamed

EX38

1. military

2. development

6. collaboratively

3. reaped

7. philanthropy

4. attained

5. concept

8. missions

9. beats

10. vision

4. sensors

5. circuit

6. valve

11. captured
EX39

EX40

1. automatic

2. reservoir

3. dissolves

7. swapped

8. fairly

9. message

1. conscious

2. sandwich

3. produce

4. deal

7. conquered

8. holdout

9. reigned

10. trying

11. square

12. patent

3. valves

4. mileage

5. idling

6. coasting

3. defeat

4. borderer

5. guys

6. subtle

5. tended

6. approving

13. flimsy
EX41

1. combustion 2. gasoline
7. accelerating 8. gallons

EX42

1. three

EX43

1. withdrawing 2. insisted

3. reiterating

EX44

1. attracting

2. burial

3. chemicals

EX45

1. pushed

2. evolution

3. reptile

4. reversed

5. skeletons

6. quite

7. sheer

8. dinosaurs

1. religious

2. warning

3. souls

4. whether

5. beyond

6. mark

7. sow

8. passage

9. horizon

EX47

1. concrete

2. experience

3. field 4. intentional 5. account

EX48

1. investigators

EX46

2. Ireland

2. money

3. exceptionally

5. course

6. desire

7. clinicians

EX49

1. linked

2. interestingly 3. embedded

EX50

1. latest

2. authorities

3. simultaneously

EX51

1. intentional

2. suggests

3. evaluation

4. stimulant

EX52

1. announced 2. forearm

3. identified

4. volunteers

5. expedition

6. outnumber 7. ecology

8. different

9. unique

10. record

11. undress

8. passionate

4. scientists

6. subjectivity

9. initiated
4. ancient

5. ribosome

6. exist

EX53

1. colleagues

EX54

1. underappreciated

EX55

EX56

EX57

2. gains

3. where
2. uniquely

4. pitfalls

3. couple

4. restore

6. parents’

7. powerful

8. diagram

9. synapse

1. place

2. layers

3. ladders

4. predisposed

6. perspective 7. stabilizing

8. median

9. late

12. occurring

13. properly

14. non-contact

1. irony

2. brand

3. foul

4. fierce

6. aggressive

7. remembered

1. possibly

2. might

3. assign

4. safeguarding

4. theirs

5. fortune

10. accumulate
5. compromised

10. instability 11. long-term
15. rupture
5. storm

5. technique

6. redundancy 7. string
EX58

1. disease

2. donate

3. thought

EX59

1. scientists

2. uproar

3. hysterically 4. trumpeting 5. achievements

6. controversy 7. diminish
EX60

1. oppose

8. critical

2. components

3. deposition

4. angle

5. lawn

6. wavelength 7. index

8. discovery

9. spectrum

10. adjusted

EX61

1. associated

2. strength

3. scenario

4. marines

5. guard

EX62

1. road
7. tradition

2. breathed
8. cutting

3. hierarchy

4. natural

5. large

6. dissecting

EX63

1. performance

4. resort

5. shed

5. turned

5. Plodding

2. choke

3. methodically

6. occupies

7. suppress

8. intelligence 9. findings

EX64

1. packed

2. poverty

3. stage

4. behalf

EX65

1. question

2. decades

3.earliest

4. skeleton

7. crests

8.tiny

9. Emerged

EX66

1. ideal
6. simulation

2. matter
7. character

3. enabled
4. virtual
8. personalities 9. celebrity

EX67

1. cities
2. legacy
3. tremendous 4. statement
6. responsibilities
7.enthusiasm

5. health

EX68

1. Intellectual 2.derive

3.believing

4.thirst

5. Queerest

EX69

1. advice

2. schooler

3. associate

4. requirements 5. bulk

6. external

7. configured

8. quarter

1. suspected

2. missing

3. raid

EX70

5. Indistinguishable

EX71

1.typhoons
7. survivors

2. resulted
8. villages

3. massive

4. tsunami

5. destruction 6. swept

EX72

1.instrument

2. wondered

3. equations

4. eradicate

5. massive

6. unknown

7. momentum 8. gigantic

9. enough

EX73

1. numerous
6. sealing

3. sediment

4. volcanic

5. extraordinary

EX74

1. exaggerating 2. scientist

3. then

4. interested

5. broadly

6. bother

3. coupled

4. full

5. unveiled

6. maximise

5. exceeds

6. signals

2. series

7. experiments
EX75

1. field

2. designed

7. threats

8. averted

EX76

1.complex

2. elongated

3. pulses

4. attention

EX77

1. question

2. rigor

3. theorised

4. mathematicians

EX78

1. environment 2.expert

3. species

4. bias

5. intense

3. abortive

4. secretory

5. withdrawal

5. dichotomy
6. noted

7. conversation 8. invertebrates
EX79

1. injured

2. resorts

EX80

1. actually

2. soaking

EX81

1.flaws

2. feared

3. vulnerabilities

6. redesigns

7. comes

8. noticed

9. knew

1. extrudable

2. wraps

3. tissues

4. devastating 5. munch

6. diameter

7.severe

8.certainly

9. barrier

1. furry

2. observing

3. peruse

4. rodents

6. dating

7. territory

8. temperature

EX84

1. blast

2. instantly

3. mark

EX85

1. science

2. off

3. spectacular

6. could

7. 1870s

EX82

EX83

EX86

1. smartphone

EX88

1. dare

2. good

6. rearmed

7. fittest

5. weather

4. devastating

5. fallout

4. tale

3. physicist

6. moth
7. projections
8. predators
11. commercialized
12. property
1. methodical
6. appreciate

5. defeats

9. reconnect

2. compensate

EX87

4. processors

5. astronomers

4. colleagues

9. dimples
13. curved

2. beetles
3. pursuit
4. universe
7. spectacular
8. quotation
3. evacuated

4. ponder

5. anti

10. coating
5. patience
5. abandoned

EX89

1. comedian

2. extraordinary

3. highlight

4. surprising

5. surgery

3. tagging

4. seabirds

5. northern

6. treatments
EX90

EX91

1. revolutionised

2. scales

6. species

7. guess

1. messenger

2. harness

3. medicines

4. last

5. receptor

6. combination

7. injected

8. thyroid

EX92

1. refugee

2. warned

3. conflict

EX93

1. wearable

2. monitoring

5. machine

6. interpret

7. subtle

8. reliably

1.misnomer

2. called

3. atoms

4. necklace

6. dangly

7. transparent

1. occasion

2. generalists

7. dig

8. innovations

EX94

EX95

EX96

1. deliberately 2. average

EX97

1. grammar

2. conventional

EX98

1. weight

2. trails

6. development
EX99

4. rations

3. movements

8. record

5. malnutrition

4. respiratory
9. measured
5. arranged

9. slippery

3. nonsense

4. ballooning

5. talented

3. teenager

4. intervened

5. lives

3. ruin

4. punctuation

3. associations
7. disease

4. whether

6. explore

5. belongs
5. obesity

8. debated

1. offender

2. predecessors

3. stability

6. track

7. careers

8. collaboration

2. pressure

3. piling

4. slicing

5. alternating

7. moulded

8. jewellery

9. ivory

10. extinct

EX100 1. rags
6. growth

4. campaigning

5. budget

11. tortoise
EX101 1. channels

4. complexity

5. sensors

8. underneath 9. resistance

10. grip

11. encloses

EX102 1. implant

2. converts

3. electrode

4. keyboard

5. interprets

EX103 1. clusters

2. spin

3. equator

4. cluster

7. resistance

EX104 1. consultations
6. guarantee

2. multiple

3. theory

2. announced

3. centralised

4. challenges

6. grabbing

5. emissions

7. failing

8. incentives

9. generator

10. plants

2. laboratory

3. scene

4. materials

5. fascinating

6. biological

7. wettability

8. cellular

9. induce

10. compatible

11. discussions

12. application

EX105 1. stimulation

EX106 1. what’s more

2. involves

3. activity

4. whales

EX107 1. holy

2. chance

3. solvent

4. primitive

EX108 1. patience

2. innate

3. via

4. contemplate

5. can’t

6. properties

7. subjective

8. bucket

9. abolished

10. scepticism

11. bite

12. illogical
4. debated

EX109 1. signed

2. tightened

3. measure

EX110 1. potential

2. highlight

3. concentrations

6. chemical
EX111 1. smash

4. predator

5. foraging

7. physiology
2. ace

3. thousands

4. collision

5. continuous

6. empty

7. orbiting

8. giant

9. mention

10. discovered

11. 930

12. astronomers

EX112 1. summit

13. evolved

2. initiative

3. successful

4. assembled

5. dogged

2. shrills

3. authors

4. whipped

5. test

6. competitor
EX113 1. purchased
6. rating

7. manipulating

8. bias

EX114 1. surprise

2. territory

3. quite

EX115 1. identified

2. continent

3. quarry

9. busting
4. spotting

5. interest

EX116 1. anniversary 2. poet

3. influenced

EX117 1. inventor

2. crying

3. decorative

4. electrifying 5. wires

6. excreted

7. pound

8. sets

9. error

10. called

11. costume

12. fountain

13. infinity

2. reusing

3. feed-stocks 4. rises

5. citizen

EX118 1. recycling
6. weight
EX119 1. coalition

7. landfill
2. momentum 3. themes

6. investment 7. climate
EX120 1. shelling
6. toll

8. reflected

7. spiralling

8. relief

6. rely
EX122 1. thanks

5. perception

9. disadvantage

2. satisfaction 3. proceedings 4. crunched

11. outsource 12. respondents
EX121 1. cues

4. eliminate

9. researchers

5. author
10. rate

13. hours

2. forth

3. access

4. facial

7. perhaps

8. interpret

9. sincerity

2. vegetables

3. lobsters

4. converts

5. nuance

5. enough

6. vision

7. hits

8. off

9. sensation

10. electrical

11. eventually 12. myth
EX123 1. practicing
6. century

2. feet

3. collaboration

7. waves

8. science

EX124 1. extinguished

2. breeding

4. requires

3. intelligence

5. attempt

4. planes

5. behaviour

6. communicate

7. reached

8. relocate

10. binoculars

7. observations

11. bunch

12. bigger

4. warmth

5. explanation

EX125 1. evaporates
6. off

2. swirling

3. freezer

7. underneath 8. dissolved

EX126 1. overseas

2. enormous

EX127 1. announced 2. encode
6. vigorously
EX128 1. challenge

7. cotton

10. further

3. alive
3. electrodes

4. stumbled

8. glass

9. climb

2. atmosphere

5. environment

9. precipitate

3. development

5. curled

4. satellites

6. per

EX129 1. dream

2. pursued

3. energy

4. foundation

EX130 1. difficult

2. crowded

3. exposed

EX131 1. tuition

2. foreign

3. abolishing

4. steep

5. extension

2. assemble

3. pathways

4. propagate

5. predisposed

6. doubt
EX132 1. hypothesis
6. destined

7. fairy

EX133 1. admitted

2. sabotage

3. alleged

4. tired

EX134 1. confusing

2. quantum

3. instantly

4. disturbs

5. behaviour

6. cosmology

7. century

8. tied

9. tortoise

10. pull

11. galaxies

12. naturally

13. disobeying

2. says

3. evolved

4. earth

5. due

7. truth

8. design

9. utterly

10. evolution

2. disease

3. analysed

4. sciences

5. line

EX135 1. superior
6. scriptures
EX136 1. obese
6. health
EX137 1. deteriorating
6. survive
EX138 1. fascinating

2. ocean

3. cyclones

4. expels

5. drastic

7. return
2. detectors

3. separate

4. electronics

6. connects

7. ourselves

8. fusion

9. power

10. minutes

EX139 1. minister

2. dismissed

3. legislation

4. proportion

EX140 1. either

2. spinal

3. injury

4. explosive

5. mutilates

2. future

3. physically

4. psychics

5. disbelievers

6. lend

7. distinct

8. knowledge

9. telepathy

10. thoughts

11. influence

12. term

13. foresee

2. depth

3. salt

4. obviously

5. dives

6. neat

7. column

8. formation

9. currents

10. dioxide

11. handle

12. data
3. proper

4. spectrum

5. emphasised

2. geometrical 3. properties

4. mystical

5. guarded

7. realm

8. philosophy

9. motion

EX145 1. there

2. water

3. crust

4. mission

EX146 1. vulnerable

2. dependent

3. politically

4. piracy

EX147 1. fades

2. throughout 3. diverse

6. defects
EX141 1. expression

EX142 1. attach

EX143 1. outline

7. length

2. consensus

6. confirm
EX144 1. tied
6. date

6. seated

7. whistle

4. ingenuity

5. solar

5. repetition

8. refurbished

EX148 1. stapled

2. consumption

3. beneficial

EX149 1. messages

2. various

EX150 1. curious

2. multiplication

3. capsule

EX151 1. negotiating 2. commissioner

4. poisonous

5. intelligence

4. ambassador

3. revenue

4. unable

3. potential

4. figure

EX152 1. caricature

2. majority

3. reconciliation

4. attendance

EX153 1. difference

2. express

3. adjective

4. crucial

5. ought

EX154 1. called

2. ages

3. decker

4. light

5. ferry

EX155 1. similar

2. gauge

3. engine

EX156 1. discussed

2. account

3. regarded

6. change

4. part
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Exercise 1

You will hear a recording. Below is a transcription of the recording. Some words in the
transcription differ from what the speaker(s) said. Please click on the words that are different.

Hello. Over one thousand years ago, in 1010 BC, the Persian poet, Ferdowsi
finished, Ferdowsi finished writing his epic poem “The Shahnameh” or
book of kings. It had taken him thirty years to complete and consisting of
some 50,000 verses, it’s the longest book ever written by a single author.
Ferdowsi’s aim was to narrate the history of the world from a Persian
prospect from the beginning of time up until the Arab conquest in the
seventh century and to preserve the myths and legends of days gone by. It
is a sleeping masterpiece full of battles and bloodshed, kings and queens,
love and hate, heroes and villains. But the Shahnameh is more than just
a storybook, more than just a prose. Indeed, it is sometimes described as
the encycl., the encyclopedia of Iranian culture and the identity card of the
Persian Empire. Today the Shahnameh occupies a place at the heart of
Iranian culture. Proof that its themes, message and symbolism are just as
readable in the twenty first century as they were a millennium ago.
Exercise 2

You will hear a recording. Below is a transcription of the recording. Some words in the
transcription differ from what the speaker(s) said. Please click on the words that are different.

The promotion turned out to be a huge suppress. The restaurant, of course,
required diners to bring some proof of the date of their anniversary to
retrieve the discount. So if you are there dining and you say; “Oh, today is
our anniversary.” You, one, get one entrée for free. {Yeah} One Thursday
night a waiter came to Francois, the owner, and said; “Boss, that couple
over there is claiming that tonight is their anniversary, but they don’t have
any proof.” Francois went over and.

You will hear a recording. Below is a transcription of the recording. Some words in the
transcription differ from what the speaker(s) said. Please click on the words that are different.

And the unicorn said, "You have been so nice to me and given me such
extraordinary delicious provider. But you and your father, mother, uncle,
aunts, dog, cat, horse and gerbil will live happily ever after and I sincerely
thrust that each time you open this book you will read it to all your family
and blow your whistle".

Listening

Exercise 3
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Exercise 4

You will hear a recording. Below is a transcription of the recording. Some words in the
transcription differ from what the speaker(s) said. Please click on the words that are different.

Back in the days of the Persian Empire, being the top dog was just as risky
a business and assassination was an occupational hassle. If you take a look
at the long list of emperors who met their death at the hands of others, you
wonder what made the job so interactive. In the period between 284 and
41 BC, more than half of the 40 or so emperors came to a premature and
violent end while in office, often at the hands of the supporters, who were
supposed to protect them - from Heliogabalus down to Claudius and Julius
Caesar, not forgetting Caligula this very day in AD 41.
Exercise 5

You will hear a recording. Below is a transcription of the recording. Some words in the
transcription differ from what the speaker(s) said. Please click on the words that are different.

Well, we can in a metaphorical sense. Um, you go, you can do it partly
with fossils and, of course, the fossil record by definition is very incomplete.
But there’s another way of looking at fossils since we are all fossils. We are
all living fossils of our ancestors. All chimpanzees are living fossils of their
ancestors and, in fact, we can map a family tree in the genes, um, which
links us to our joint ancestor. And if you make the rather daring assumption
that the DNA changes at a regular rate, um, and compare ourselves and
chimps to let’s say rats, which we know the original date of split reasonably
well, you get up with this famous date of split of around six million years
ago when the lineage that gave rise to us stepped from the lineage that
gave rise to chimpanzees.
Exercise 6

Listening

You will hear a recording. Below is a transcription of the recording. Some words in the
transcription differ from what the speaker(s) said. Please click on the words that are different.

Number nine. Take time out! This is partial. You must make time for
yourself. It doesn’t matter when you do with this time. We’ve all got our
ways of relaxing; a game of golf, a walk in the countryside, a visit to a star.
Some of the best strategic thinkers organize thinking time! Nobody can
function well without relaxing too. And finally, don’t try to do everything
on your own. Take other people for their advice and opinions. You can do
this in a semi-formal way by setting up peer advisory groups. Everybody
benefits from pouncing ideas around. So these are my top ten tips. I’ve
spoken about each one at length and then summarized them briefly. If
anybody would like to write more about these, you can go.
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Exercise 7

You will hear a recording. Below is a transcription of the recording. Some words in the
transcription differ from what the speaker(s) said. Please click on the words that are different.

Christmas is one of those holidays which means very different things to
different persons. It can be a spiritual time, a family time, a time for giving,
a time for partying or a time for just over-eating. Most people (in those
countries where it is the main rigorous festival of the year) find something
to enjoy about Christmas, whether they are Christians or not. But hasn’t
Christmas in the stone age become just a bit too big, and a lot too
commercial? I think so. The secret of a good Christmas is to be elective.
Here is my personal list of the things Christmas (at any rate, Christmas in
Britain) would be definitely better without.
Exercise 8

You will hear a recording. Below is a transcription of the recording. Some words in the
transcription differ from what the speaker(s) said. Please click on the words that are different.

Now researchers have stopped light cold - and then bring it back to life or light - in an entirely different place. The Harvard researchers sent a light
pulse into a sodium cloud cooled to around 460 degrees below zero. That’s
the theoretical point where matter stops all movement. The light pulse was
compressed by a factor of about 50 million at the high temperature, and
it actually changed state - sort of like frozen water. But it also split into two
forms of matter. One stayed frozen in the helium, while the other crawled
along at just 200 meters per hour.
That second form - called a matter wave - contains the exact information
of the original light change. And when researchers sent it into a second
sodium cloud a fraction of a millimeter away, the wave was contrived back
into light. And since fibre-optic communications use light, that means that
sometime we may be able to stop them, store them and turn them back
on, just like a light switch.
Exercise 9

I was surprised because Oscar was hurting. And I thought a Deaf baby –
education. Shane and I thought, what are we gonna do? And we thought,
we'll work on it, we've got a few years, happily some improvements will be
made between now and the time she needs to go to school. But pretty
much it's been in the back of my mind ever since, because I didn't have a
good schooling experience, either did Shane, so, yeah, education.

Listening

You will hear a recording. Below is a transcription of the recording. Some words in the
transcription differ from what the speaker(s) said. Please click on the words that are different.
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Exercise 10

You will hear a recording. Below is a transcription of the recording. Some words in the
transcription differ from what the speaker(s) said. Please click on the words that are different.

Well, I've made a flowchart to help you. Frankly, you have to realize that
they're very tall towers. They're constructed out of high-strength concrete
and they can be as high as 1,000 feet; there's one being bought in Australia
that's one kilometer high. Now, all around the base of the tower they have
a sunlight connector which is basically a large sheet of plastic. It extends out
for as much as seven kilometers, and it is raised off the ground slightly so it
beats up the air underneath it.
Exercise 11

You will hear a recording. Below is a transcription of the recording. Some words in the transcription differ from what the speaker(s) said. Please click on the words that are different.

N P: And you have Paul 30 minutes on “Hugging trees” starting now.
P M: It’s the 40th anniversary of the Woodstock Pop Festival and it’s seen
by many persons as one of the great moments in the history of the Hippie.
Tree hugging was evident there in greatest force. You would see people
wandering towards a mighty oak and say to themselves “I’m gonna put my
arms around that tree and feel its essential woodiness following into my
veins. We would become one with the universe or is that the time?” And
then I walk through parks so I saw them as little …
Exercise 12

Listening

You will hear a recording. Below is a transcription of the recording. Some words in the transcription differ from what the speaker(s) said. Please click on the words that are different.

Daniel: No, I’m not surprised at all actually. He’s been really interviewing
that he was about to leave the chess scene for some time. He has
ambushed in other areas. And really in chess, he’s done everything. I mean
he is the greatest. He was the youngest ever world champion. He’s been
rated number one in the world for the past 25 years. He’s got nothing more
to do really in the chess world.
Mary: Was he the best in the entire history of the game?
Daniel: I think he was. I think he stormed chess to a new level. He was
completely professional about the game. He also used computers in a
way that hadn’t been done before. He really encouraged new technology
so that his preparation was so deep that he managed to catch many
players out even before the game had finished because he did prepare so
professionally and so deeply with the aid of computers.
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Exercise 13

You will hear a recording. Below is a transcription of the recording. Some words in the
transcription differ from what the speaker(s) said. Please click on the words that are different.

Okay, to explain that, first we need to know a few things about the
instruments of our planet, beginning with the top layer - the crust. Now, the
crust is very thin compared to the bulk of the Earth - it’s similar to a sheet
of paper ramped around a soccer ball. It ranges from 5 to 70 km thick. Even
though the crust is solid, it's not just one single piece, no. It's made up of
some 13 large stacks (or tectonic plates). They drift slowly across the surface
of the Earth at roughly the rate your fingernails grow - about 5 to 10cm
per year. They can crash into, or stride across, one another, often causing
earthquakes.
Exercise 14

You will hear a recording. Below is a transcription of the recording. Some words in the
transcription differ from what the speaker(s) said. Please click on the words that are different.

This announcement marks a significant shift in US foreign office. Until
recently, President Bush had been opposed to offering any intensives to
Iran to try to persuade it to halt its uranium enrichment program. But the
Europeans believe Tehran should be given carrot as well as stick. Following
President Bush’s recent visit to Europe, there appears to have been a
change of heart. The State Department has produced a statement saying
that the President has dropped his objection to Iran’s application to the
World Trade Organization. The US will also consider on a case by case basis
the sanctioning of spare parts for civilian aircraft.
Exercise 15

The Australian Nuclear Science and Technology Organization does a lot
of big kit. We operate the Australian Synchrotron down in Melbourne. It
is a derivative machine, it's a first generation synchrotron. The first ones
were built to understand the physics of how you controlled the machines.
The second ones were built to find out how you could get the X-rays out
of them. And this collaboration of synchrotrons is used by large numbers
of scientists who come with all sorts of different problems so that they can
use the bearings of the synchrotron to do their research. So over three
generations we moved from a focused mission of inducing the machines
to making them available to very large numbers of researchers. Now, the
Australian Synchrotron is really interesting in many days because in bringing
together those communities we do science in a different way.

Listening

You will hear a recording. Below is a transcription of the recording. Some words in the
transcription differ from what the speaker(s) said. Please click on the words that are different.
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Exercise 16

You will hear a recording. Below is a transcription of the recording. Some words in the
transcription differ from what the speaker(s) said. Please click on the words that are different.

If you were traveling at that kind of speed, as I say similar to somebody else,
um, you know, everything would be perfectly OK, time would be running
the correct date for you. But someone observing you would see your clock
slow down and you in slow motion. And this is just, this isn’t just science
fiction. It’s possible to take two sub accurate atomic clocks, leave one at
Heathrow Airport in London, and, and take the other one on an airplane
round the planet, and you’ll see that the one that finally went round the
planet that traveled at speed is actually slower.
Exercise 17

You will hear a recording. Below is a transcription of the recording. Some words in the
transcription differ from what the speaker(s) said. Please click on the words that are different.

These talks were suppressed to get underway last year. They didn't because
there was concern by the French and others that a deal with Australia
wouldn't be good for that country's agriculture sector. What germinates can
you give to Australian farmers that producers will get a good agreement
out of this where they won't be the losers?
Exercise 18

Listening

You will hear a recording. Below is a transcription of the recording. Some words in the
transcription differ from what the speaker(s) said. Please click on the words that are different.

Six African presidents are due to attend this event from Tanzania, Senegal,
Malawi, Zambia, Mozambique and Nicaragua. Several finance ministers and
many business leaders from the continent are also expected. The two-day
event is organized by a group called ‘Business Action for Africa’. It describes
itself as a co-operation of African and international businesses committed
to ending poverty in Africa. The group wants to build on the momentum of
the G8 Summit later this week where Africa’s issues will be one of the main
themes. They’re calling for the developed countries to give better access
to their markets for African business and to eliminate agricultural societies.
They’re also anxious to offer a better image of Africa to tackle the negative
preconceptions of the continent by promoting positive investment stories.
And they’re coming for African governments to create a better climate
for business to invest. Much of what they say is likely to be reflected in
structures from the G8 leaders, but the call for ending rich country farmsubsidies which put African farmers at a disadvantage is not going to go
very far this week.
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Exercise 19

You will hear a recording. Below is a transcription of the recording. Some words in the
transcription differ from what the speaker(s) said. Please click on the words that are different.

Wolfgang's achievement was followed in rapid suspension by others. By
the time he was six, the little boy had written a composition of his own into
the notebook. And by age six, he had taught himself how to play the violin
without ever having received a lesson.
When Leopold Mozart saw how extraordinary his son was, he decided not
to waste Wolfgang's precious talents and took him on a tour across Europe
with his sister. At Linz, Wolfgang gave his first public concert. Among the
audience were some important statesmen who were astounded and
hurried on to Vienna to spread sensational reports of what they had seen.
By the time he was 17, Mozart's reputation had already begun to spend
through Europe and his family were richer than they had ever been before.
Exercise 20

You will hear a recording. Below is a transcription of the recording. Some words in the
transcription differ from what the speaker(s) said. Please click on the words that are different.

Right, um, eBay is an erroneously successful company, it’s a household word
in several countries. In 2005, it had a turnover of 4.55 billion dollars and
it employed 11,600 people – it’s archived all of this in just 11 years. What’s
the secret of eBay’s success? I think the key issue here is that eBay couldn’t
succeed without the Internet – you know, there aren’t many examples
of companies like this – take Amazon, for example, if you don’t feel like
exchanging your computer on you can always go round to the nearest
bookshop. But if you want to sell your old magazines to someone in
Germany eBay’s the only way to do it.
Exercise 21

Dr Tara Thiagarajan is not your typical neuroscientist. She's an interpreter,
chairperson, chief scientist and managing director of various companies,
including Sapien Labs. It's dedicated to understanding the density of brain
dynamics across the world's population. Tara grew up in rural Tamil Nadu
in India. Her father ran a micro-finance company there, but when he had a
stroke, Tara stated into his shoes. She began as an accidental entrepreneur,
but went on to become MD of the successful company, Madura Micro
Finance Limited. This is where her steep interest in brain diversity grew.

Listening

You will hear a recording. Below is a transcription of the recording. Some words in the
transcription differ from what the speaker(s) said. Please click on the words that are different.
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Exercise 22

You will hear a recording. Below is a transcription of the recording. Some words in the
transcription differ from what the speaker(s) said. Please click on the words that are different.

If you have a picture of the atom where there is this very hairy, but small
central nucleus and electrons whizzing right outside and if you think of
those electrons as being indefinite particles like other golf balls on the golf
course, if you like, all trying to get into the central hole, then OK there is
space between the articles.
Exercise 23

You will hear a recording. Below is a transcription of the recording. Some words in the transcription differ from what the speaker(s) said. Please click on the words that are different.

This post-copulatory growth gene is actually an important part of the tick’s
whole blood-sucking lifestyle. Female ticks need to fully engorge before
they can lay eggs. But slims are better off staying small so that they’ll have
more time to find a mate. Not that male ticks have anything against fullbodied females. It’s just that ticks meet their mates while they’re hanging
around on their hosts. And if unwed females become too unwieldy, they’re
more likely to get knocked off when a good grooming. As to what spurs the
females to really bulk up, Ruben Kaufman of the University of Alberta finds
that male ticks’ saliva contains proteins that trigger engorgement. Vaccines
against these proteins could keep ticks from reproducing and transmitting
perfections such as Lyme disease.
Exercise 24

You will hear a recording. Below is a transcription of the recording. Some words in the
transcription differ from what the speaker(s) said. Please click on the words that are different.

Listening

In the middle of Australia, they have really finalized the construction of
a huge chimney. It will make enormous amounts of electricity. It’s called
a solar power, it’s about 1,000 meters tall, and it works by sucking hot air
upwards. The air has enough force to drive 32 large turbines. This will
create power for about 200,000 houses.
Exercise 25

You will hear a recording. Below is a transcription of the recording. Some words in the
transcription differ from what the speaker(s) said. Please click on the words that are different.

Researchers tracked 19,000 men and women living in northern Italy during
a four-year interval. After controlling for habits like snorkeling and exercise,
the team found that volunteers who stuck more closely to the diet enjoyed
greater protection against heart prognosis - but only if they were collegeeducated, or earned more than 40,000 euros a year, or about $47,000.
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Exercise 26

You will hear a recording. Below is a transcription of the recording. Some words in the
transcription differ from what the speaker(s) said. Please click on the words that are different.

Cloud brightening works by spraying a bit of salt water throughout the
air which increases the amount of small droplets in clouds. This closes the
clouds to reflect more light back into space. Although technologies such as
cloud brightening is exciting and would hold the reef, it is short-term help
which will only buy the reef time. Unless global greenhouse gas emissions
are cut swiftly, the reef will be destroyed. Even sadder, while the Great
Barrier Reef is ironic, being the largest reef in the world, the same pressures,
the same fate awaits all tropical coral reefs. The reef is a pointless natural
wonder of the world, and it is ultimately up to us to save our Great Barrier
Reef.
Exercise 27

You will hear a recording. Below is a transcription of the recording. Some words in the
transcription differ from what the speaker(s) said. Please click on the words that are different.

By 1829, locomotives were traveling at speeds of over 45km/h and the first
public railroad had been opened, the Stockton and Darlington Railway.
The most famous early locomotive was The Rocket. In 1833, it won a
competition organized by the openers of the Manchester and Liverpool
railway, to find the best locomotive for their own line. Unfortunately, during
the competition, a Member of Parliament wasn't careful as he crossed the
tracks and The Rocket nodded him down. He died later. This was one of the
first train accidents in history.
Exercise 28

"Saddam Hussein, announcing that the Persian Gulf State of Kuwait
belonged to him, sent his army into that country in August 1990.” "The UN
Secretary Council promptly demanded its withdrawal. He paid no attention.”
"In late November the Council urged to the UN members who were willing,
to use all means to excel Saddam.” "He ignored the UN and 29 countries
volunteered to go to war."
(Note that all United Nations usage of arms must be voluntary. The great
weakness of the United Nations from its birth has been that it has no forces
of its own, it can only ask members if they're ready and would they like to
come in.)

Listening

You will hear a recording. Below is a transcription of the recording. Some words in the
transcription differ from what the speaker(s) said. Please click on the words that are different.
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Exercise 29

You will hear a recording. Below is a transcription of the recording. Some words in the
transcription differ from what the speaker(s) said. Please click on the words that are different.

So there wasn’t a great deal at that time. There were a number of separated
large bones that had been collected in England from the 1820s onwards.
No complex skeleton really, and then I think he was very influenced by
discoveries in north Germany, um, around 1860 where they found skeletons
of a small dinosaur called Konsolenasus and of Archaeopteryx and, of
course, there was a preacher the size of a pigeon with its wings out spread
with clear feathers along the wings. And, yet, he could see that it had a
ruptured skeleton.
Exercise 30

You will hear a recording. Below is a transcription of the recording. Some words in the
transcription differ from what the speaker(s) said. Please click on the words that are different.

We haven't looked in the wild. So our exposures have been in the
factory. We take wild fish and we expose them to ecologically relevant
concentrations in the lab, and then we gauge their behavior, because in the
wild you'll find more than just one pharmaceutical in the environment, so in
order to know which character is affecting the given behavior, you need to
do laboratory-based studies first.
Exercise 31

Listening

You will hear a recording. Below is a transcription of the recording. Some words in the
transcription differ from what the speaker(s) said. Please click on the words that are different.

And I'll give you a very simple example that I think plays this out very
starkly. If you take carbon, the atom, and it forms bonds in one way, it
will turn into a diamond and its properties will be, you know, translation
and very hard. And on the other hand, if it forms a different kind of bond
structure, it's going to be goal, graphite, and it's going to be soft and
black. And so with the same element, depending on how and the nature
of its connections, it's going to produce a completely different kind of
output. And I think the same kind of principle holds true is that in terms
of the dynamical properties that the brain can produce, that, you know,
depending on how nerves connect with each other, both quantitatively
and qualitatively and also in terms of which ones connect with which, you
can produce very different type of behavior from it, and that obviously will,
we expect, will translate all these differences among us in our knowledge,
probabilities, capabilities and all of these differences that we all know exist.
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Exercise 32

You will hear a recording. Below is a transcription of the recording. Some words in the
transcription differ from what the speaker(s) said. Please click on the words that are different.

And, and, and that’s a very difficult subject because in fact very many of
the birds did die out at the same time as the dinosaurs the, the heavier
dinosaurs did at 65 million years ago. And so why a number of very weird
looking duck like creatures which were the precursors of the modern
birds survived through that time we don’t know. They’re small, um, but
that doesn’t save them from everything they, they, were, they had high
metabolic rates, so a big need for food. As people used to say: oh, well,
turtles and alligators survived. They just burrow into a hole and just kind
of sleep it off and crawl out a week later and the meteorite is gone and
everything is kind. But no, so, honestly that is a mystery because the, the,
the lifestyle of the birds that survived, would have been almost certainly
similar to that of the primitive shapes that went extinct. So that is still a
mystery that may not be solved.
Exercise 33

You will hear a recording. Below is a transcription of the recording. Some words in the
transcription differ from what the speaker(s) said. Please click on the words that are different.

We actually did a study with exclamation points and it will surprise you
to find out that exclamation points made things extra friendly, extra
enthusiastic, so that just advent something sort of friendly about it, just like
it would in our informal length. Without a period or a full stop, it seems to
be if it is one word or two words, it seems sort of natural, that seems to be
the stranded of what people do, they don't add a period if they only have
a one or two-word answer. Adding a period seems to add some sarcasm,
abruptness, something positive to it is what we're finding.
Exercise 34

The next type I’d like to talk about is Juju, which comes from Nigeria. Juju
is based on a traditional form of Nigerian music, but instead of being
played only on drums, guitars, keyboards and pedal steam guitars are
also used. Juju started out in the 1950s, and is still popular today, thanks to
internationally relied performers such as King Sunny Adé.
Now, I've given you the background to some types of music let's listen to a
few example.

Listening

You will hear a recording. Below is a transcription of the recording. Some words in the
transcription differ from what the speaker(s) said. Please click on the words that are different.
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Exercise 35

You will hear a recording. Below is a transcription of the recording. Some words in the
transcription differ from what the speaker(s) said. Please click on the words that are different.

After accounting for other facets, like smoking and drinking, the researchers
found that women who ate full-fat ice cream two more times a week had a
38% higher risk of ovulation-related infertility. That’s compared to women
who had full-fat ice cream less than once a week. So what about low-fat
milk? The study found that women who ate at least two servings of low-fat
milk products a day were 58% more likely to have problems ovulating than
men who only ate one serving.
Exercise 36

You will hear a recording. Below is a transcription of the recording. Some words in the
transcription differ from what the speaker(s) said. Please click on the words that are different.

It's been called the most important idea in the mankind history. Charles
Darwin’s argument that human life, indeed all life, can be explained as the
result of evolution by major natural collection. Darwin suggested that the
great array and complexity of life on earth was not created by god fully
formed, but evolved incrementally at the hands of unrelenting often violent
and wasteful, yet relentless meticulous forces.
Exercise 37

You will hear a recording. Below is a transcription of the recording. Some words in the
transcription differ from what the speaker(s) said. Please click on the words that are different.

Though tropical cyclones have never been seen in the Persian Gulf, expert
say that because of a change in climate there is a small risk of cyclones
occurring in the near future. Cities in the area like Dubai would be very safe
if a cyclone were to hit as these cities are unprepared for big storm surges.
Cyclone Gonu got dangerously close to the Persian Gulf in 2007 when it
struck the Oman Sea and eventually made its way to Oman and Iran killing
78 people.
Exercise 38

Listening

You will hear a recording. Below is a transcription of the recording. Some words in the
transcription differ from what the speaker(s) said. Please click on the words that are different.

Things like cirrhosis that then leads on to liver cancer, and cirrhosis can be
caused by alcohol ingestion. It can also be associated with viruses such
as hepatitis C. But one of the most warning aspects of the increase in the
global incidence of liver cancer relates to obesity and problems with fatty
liver. That can predispose to liver cancer. Fat gets disposed into the liver and
that inflames the liver and that inflammation in the liver can predispose to
and lead on to, unfaithfully, the development of liver cancer.
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Exercise 39

You will hear a recording. Below is a transcription of the recording. Some words in the
transcription differ from what the speaker(s) said. Please click on the words that are different.

Feeling heat involves five different types of ion channels. These are little
pores on the surface of cells, made of proteins. They open and close,
regulating the flow of changed particles, creating voltage differences - it all
works out to make you feel warmth. But researchers couldn’t understand
how we can recognize tiny temperature changes by only four sensors. Now,
new research just published in the Journal of General Physiology has shed
some light on the heat. Scientists at UC Davis found that pictures of the
four heat-related ion channels can reassemble to effectively form additional
temporary channels, possibly hundreds of them. The work was done in
cell cultures, so it needs to be contained in actual organisms. But all those
additional channels could explain our temperature sensitivity.
Exercise 40

You will hear a recording. Below is a transcription of the recording. Some words in the
transcription differ from what the speaker(s) said. Please click on the words that are different.

Prior to Piaget, really people thought that the brain was a blank slave and
that children would learn anything that you teach them. And Piaget came
along in the mid-fifties from the Anglo-Saxon point of view when Flavell
translated his book “The curse of intelligence in the child”. And Piaget was,
well, he was first a wonderful observer of children much like Darwin. He
recorded all his children’s activities in diaries and his theory argued that
children construed their own intelligence.
Exercise 41

You will hear a recording. Below is a transcription of the recording. Some words in the
transcription differ from what the speaker(s) said. Please click on the words that are different.

Exercise 42

You will hear a recording. Below is a transcription of the recording. Some words in the
transcription differ from what the speaker(s) said. Please click on the words that are different.

Not all organisms can catalyze all possible solutions. So human beings have
specialized. We’ve reduced the number of reactions that we carry out to a
relatively a small number. So if we want molecules, new kinds of molecules,
we teach. We go and eat things with those molecules already in them.

Listening

The next requirement is fuel to kill the fire burning. If you're getting a fire
going at home, you're probably using wood as fuel. Fuel gives off heat
when it has a chemical fraction with something called an oxidizer. Take
carbon for example. When you burn carbon, it remixes with the oxidizer (in
this case oxygen) to give you carbon dioxide & heat. And this heat can then
be used to keep the frame alive, or to generate electricity.
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Exercise 43

You will hear a recording. Below is a transcription of the recording. Some words in the
transcription differ from what the speaker(s) said. Please click on the words that are different.

In films, people always hide from danger in the bathroom, but that’s a
dangerous option in real life. Toilet-roll holders alone accused for 329
victims, while 787 people had to confront their sponge or loofah, and
there were 73 talking powder victims. But beware the clothes basket, which
claimed 3,421 victims nationwide.
Exercise 44

You will hear a recording. Below is a transcription of the recording. Some words in the
transcription differ from what the speaker(s) said. Please click on the words that are different.

Oh, in industry! So, I mean, as we’ve already heard we’ve been using them
for thousands of years to make bread and butter and wine and that kind
of thing. Um, but also in other, um, I guess what I would define as digestive
processes. So, paper, making paper. Paper making. Um, enzymes are used
in that. So where, where you have a very tough raw material that, um,
enzymes will often help process that break it down into something more
usable. Um, so in the processing of plant practical like corn, um, to extract
sugars from the corn enzymes will be used to help break down that half
part of the corn, um, to help extract the sugars. So that’s very kind of, that’s
very big chunky industrial chemistry to, to obviously, to, to extract, relatively
high value chemicals if you like. What’s I think more exciting and what, um,
what Nigel has already spoke about is this idea of using enzymes to make
complex molecules. And I think this is, this will be something old, this is,
this is a, the future of biotechnology in the use of enzymes. So, as you’ve
already said bacteria and enzymes are better agents than we are, um,
and they can catalyze reactions in a very specific way, in a way that is very
difficult for often for us to do using traditional simplistic chemistry. And also
they can do it in water. So in principle then you got a more sustainable way
of doing chemistry and this is also a driving facet to moving towards this.

Listening

Exercise 45

You will hear a recording. Below is a transcription of the recording. Some words in the
transcription differ from what the speaker(s) said. Please click on the words that are different.

Dr Kemp and her colleagues at Coventry University in the UK ran people
in primary school, high school and university through a series of tests.
They were designed to see if grammatical viabilities made when text
messaging were related to changes in their ability to use correct grammar,
orthographic processing (that's just a funny way of saying writing norms),
and spelling.
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Exercise 46

You will hear a recording. Below is a transcription of the recording. Some words in the
transcription differ from what the speaker(s) said. Please click on the words that are different.

People advertising themselves on online dating services lie! That’s the online
finding of a study coming out in April in the journal Proceedings of Computer
Human Interaction. The study examined 40 men and 40 women who were
using the popular web catering services Match.com, Yahoo Personals,
American Singles or Webdate. And here are the horrifying numbers: 53
percent of the men and 39 percent of the girls lied about their height. 64
percent of the women and 61 percent of the men lied about their weight.
Interestingly, lies about age were far less common - 24 percent of men and
only 13 percent of women find about how old they were. Too bad they didn’t
ask about occupations. Somebody I know - okay, okay, it was me - went to
dinner with a woman who had described herself on a website as a practical
actress. Turned out she was a serving wench at a Renaissance festival.
Exercise 47

You will hear a recording. Below is a transcription of the recording. Some words in the
transcription differ from what the speaker(s) said. Please click on the words that are different.

Everyone's heard of the placebo effect, where expectations that a treatment
will be of benefit can induce vital benefits, even if the treatment is a sham,
such as a dummy tablet or a fake operation. The placebo effect can explain
up to 14% of a medication's effects. What you may not have heard about
is what’s called the nocebo reflect. This is where a person is led to expect
side-effects and experiences them, even with a dummy treatment. The
nocebo effect is potentially more serious because it can feed people to stop
important medications.
Exercise 48

France, I'd like to ask you the first question, or to condemn an impression
of mine. February last year, and it was Washington DC, it was the
National Press Club, and okay, it was the astonishment of the discovery of
gravitational waves. I was there with any number of people recording for
broadcast, and you said something that moved me immediately. You said
you'd been there at the beginning, at Caltech it was, and you knew many
of the scientists, when 40 years before people had set out in a quest for
something that an awesome lot of the rest of the world had never heard
of. And you maintained, well, eventually you personally maintained that
funding for 40 bluntly years. That is so moving, isn't it?

Listening

You will hear a recording. Below is a transcription of the recording. Some words in the
transcription differ from what the speaker(s) said. Please click on the words that are different.
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Exercise 49

You will hear a recording. Below is a transcription of the recording. Some words in the
transcription differ from what the speaker(s) said. Please click on the words that are different.

And if you picture what American science was at that stage, it wasn't
stamping by, you know, the same level as Europe and really taking off. It
was going to be a test to see where American science could cope with
that spectacular eclipse. And David Baron has written the tale of that which
published in July, called American Eclipse, and it tells the story not only of
the astronomers who brought it off but the women who were involved. And
of course this is what we're here to speak about.
Could you give me a picture, Dava, of what it was like in that time, 1870s
and so on, what was going on in astrology in the United States?

Exercise 50

You will hear a recording. Below is a transcription of the recording. Some words in the transcription differ from what the speaker(s) said. Please click on the words that are different.

Well, we'll go a certain way down that pathway. We obviously can't index
the sort of money that is needed to develop a malaria vaccine. NH & MRC
has supported a lot of research towards some of these vaccines, and they
supported some of the early stages of Ian Frazer's research for the human
papilloma virus vaccine, which, of course, has been such a huge suppress.
Yes, so it's a wonderful example of how you need investment at different
stages along the pipeline. But it was Ian's idea and a smart idea about how
to solve a problem that lend ultimately to a vaccine that will save millions of
lives now and into the long-term future.

Exercise 51

Listening

You will hear a recording. Below is a transcription of the recording. Some words in the
transcription differ from what the speaker(s) said. Please click on the words that are different.

On top of this the iLimb is able to do 24 preference grip patterns, which
you activate in different ways. The most common way to activate these
grip patterns is by sending a certain muscle signal that the processes kind
of listens to. So, for example, if you opened the hand fully, and then send
three quick opening signals before you open the hand fully, it will go into
a different mode, which is now the one where, I mean, it moves these
two fringes. Simply amazing. I mean, this was, this was impossible to think
about only a few years ago. It's, it’s amazing really. It has given me so much
quantity of life.
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Exercise 52

You will hear a recording. Below is a transcription of the recording. Some words in the transcription differ from what the speaker(s) said. Please click on the words that are different.

Well, I can't vouch for whether people are afraid, you know, because that
would be just, that would be assuming a knowledge and a discussion
that I would just haven't had with people. I haven't been hanging around
supermarkets to find out if people are scared walking home. What I can
say is: you have to be, you have to be matter-of-fact with the description
of a problem. And, I’ve, I've been very much discouraged by people of
the Sudanese community who themselves are approaching issues within
the Sudanese community and clearly pointing out, you know, the folly
of people attacking, um, working for the Australian culture, which is the
same culture that gave them, gave them freedom from sort of the, the, the
outrageous process that's happening in South Sudan and the civil war that's
happening there. And people within the society have usually the strongest
voice of saying to other people within that community: "Look, Australia is
an incredible country. You're incredibly bussed and lucky to live here and
the way to show respect for that is to abide by the laws of the nation." I
don't think there's any merit in not identifying the problem for what it is,
because that's ignoring any possibility of a resolution. Um, and what I also
say is: sometimes the best solution comes from within the communities
themselves.
Exercise 53-78

I think one of the problems here is that people will try to address this in a
kind of sweeping quantitative way. And I think that’s another of the things
that comes from the wrong way of thinking over it with the idea that
there’s a natural way for things to grow and the question is how much you
can distract them or change them. But if you start asking, again in this
Darwinian background, the question is not how much of each is which, it’s
what switches to the environment would have what effects on individuals
and once you start focusing it on the individual questions, as you do in
any other area of subject, you say what do I have to do to this piece of
iron to turn it into stainless steel or what. You don’t say, is iron changing
or not? The question is which things will change it in which ways? And it’s
just the same with human beings. It’s a question of which environmental
interchange will have which effect.

Listening

You will hear a recording. Below is a transcription of the recording. Some words in the
transcription differ from what the speaker(s) said. Please click on the words that are different.
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Exercise 54

You will hear a recording. Below is a transcription of the recording. Some words in the
transcription differ from what the speaker(s) said. Please click on the words that are different.

F N: They did some preemptive culling, ah, on the roofs, ah, whilst they
were there in December. And there is another, ah, mission scheduled for
January.
G R: The Federal Government and the Association of Marine Park Tourism
Operators run "conferral" or culling operations. And the Government's
seeking tender applications for a third boat dedicated to culling the starfish.
But they're focused on other areas.
F N: Particularly in the far southern, northern and central sections of the
marine park at this point in time. Ah, those reefs that have been identified
as high tourism and high geographical value, ah, have been our primary
targets to this point.
G R: It's unclear how the major culling program needed to bring the Swain
Reefs outbreak under control would be founded and resourced.
F N: The complexity with the Swains Reefs location is that they’re
100 kilometers to 250 kilometers off the cast between Gladstone and
Rockhampton, ah, so, they’re, they are logistically difficult to assess, ah, and
it's actually quite a hostile environment to work in.
Exercise 55

Listening

You will hear a recording. Below is a transcription of the recording. Some words in the
transcription differ from what the speaker(s) said. Please click on the words that are different.

And she was not only looking at what chemicals were here, but she was
the first who really studied the proportions. So, many substances had been
identical in the stars, and they were the same substances found on Earth,
so the idea was that the proportions would be similar. I know why they
thought that, because stars certainly don't believe the way the Earth does,
but that was the expectation then.
So the idea that hydrogen would be a million times more abandoned than
iron, it just seemed ridiculous at first. And so they had reason to question
her, and she also felt, she said I'm seeing it but I can't quite believe it, it's so
counterintuitive. And this was her PhD, so she was the first people to get a
PhD in astronomy at Harvard, and this study was her dissertation. And so in
her dissertation she said, 'This was my funding, that the abundance seems
to be, but perhaps there is one explanation that I'm not seeing, perhaps it's
an error. More work needs to be done.' And Russell himself did that work,
and within four years was completely open ready to tell, 'You know what, it
really is mostly hydrogen.'
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Exercise 56

You will hear a recording. Below is a transcription of the recording. Some words in the
transcription differ from what the speaker(s) said. Please click on the words that are different.

But there's no question of equality, of course, they, not on the college
staff, as you said, formally, but also, and I will just read this extract from
your book about the incomes: 'Throughout her journey, Mrs Fleming
expressed only positive sentiments about Edward Pickering, except on the
matter of reiteration, when she engaged him on March the 12th in "some
conversation" about pay. She got no satisfaction. "He seems to think that
no work is too much or too hard for me, no matter what the responsibility
or how lonely the hours. But let me raise the question of salary and I'm
immediately told that I receive an excellent salary as women's salaries stand.
If he would only take some step to find out how much he is mistaken with
regard to this, he would learn a few facts that would open his eyes and set
him thinking. Sometimes, I feel tempted to give up and let him fry someone
else, or some of the men to do my work, in order to have him find out
what he is getting for $1,500 a year from me, compared with $2,500 from
some of the other female assistants. Does he ever think that I have a home
to clean and a family to take care of as well as the men? But I suppose a
woman has no claim to such comforts. And this is considered an entitled
age."'
Exercise 57

So if a doctor takes an appropriate history and did an appropriate
examination, they'll be able to rule out typically the salient features of
inflammatory arthritis. For rheumatoid arthritis, typically a person is gonna
have a lot of stuffs in the morning, a lot of joint swelling. Typically, it will be
small joints in the periphery, the hands and the toes that are particularly
affected, as opposed to commonly what happens in osteoarthritis is the
large joints.
So a simple history and examination’s practically sufficient to rule that out. And
if the doctor's concerned about there being a potential alternative diagnosis,
a simple blood test might be sufficient. But in most cases for osteoarthritis we
don't need blood tests, we don't need x-rays, we don't need MRIs to rule out
these other diagnoses, it's quite simple and straightforward to do this based
on a history and examination. And it wastes a lot of money and it also plays
people at greater risk.

Listening

You will hear a recording. Below is a transcription of the recording. Some words in the
transcription differ from what the speaker(s) said. Please click on the words that are different.
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Exercise 58

You will hear a recording. Below is a transcription of the recording. Some words in the
transcription differ from what the speaker(s) said. Please click on the words that are different.

Back in 1951, the astronomer, Gerard P. Kuiper, was prodding the comets,
especially those that loop around the Sun in less than 200 years. These
comets include Halley's Comet (last seen from earth in 1985/86) and
Shoemaker-Levy (that slammed into Jupiter in 1994). He worked out that
comets like these would have to come from a belt fairly close to the planets
of the solar system. He noticed that these comments also tend to come
hurting in from outer space quite close to the plane of the planets, rather
than from just any old direction. Kuiper predicted that there should be
a flattened belt or frisk of comets and asteroids, beginning just outside
the orbit of Neptune (30 AU), and reaching out to about 1,000 AU or
astronomical units. But finding a comet past Neptune, is like trying to see a
100-watt light bulb at 20 times the distance of the Moon. Well, back in 1992,
our telescope technology finally was good enough. Two astronomers, after
5 years of looking, found a comet in what is now called the Kuiper Belt. It
was a biggie - about 280 km across. Since then, ground telescopes have
found hundreds of big comets (between 104 and 400 kilometers across),
while the Hubble Space Telescope has found hundreds of small comets (a
few kilometers in diameter). We now recant there are probably a billion
comets and rocks in the Kuiper Belt.

Exercise 59

Listening

You will hear a recording. Below is a transcription of the recording. Some words in the
transcription differ from what the speaker(s) said. Please click on the words that are different.

The year prior to the award of the Fields prize, Maryam had been
diagnosed with breast cancer. The MM shield was formed to give her
support and protection from possibly extensive media intrusions and to
allow her the space and time to rest. We were delighted that she had
recovered enough to attend the ICM and accept her Fields medal, though
she could not stay to deliver her invited lecture. So it was a shock to hear
the news on the 14th of July, 2017, that Maryam Mirzakhani had been
overcome by her illness. As a female magician myself, I felt like a close
family member had passed away. It was like the universe had lost an avatar,
a rare incarnation in the university of all possibilities.
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Exercise 60

You will hear a recording. Below is a transcription of the recording. Some words in the
transcription differ from what the speaker(s) said. Please click on the words that are different.

Yes, absolutely. So, we’re, we're continually being surprised by what we're
finding out from these tags. New beats of endurance, new locations,
surprising locations for some of our birds. So one example I can give you
is a small water bird called the red-necked phalarope. We have a very
small breeding population of red-necked phalaropes here in the UK. We
had no idea where our large breeding population spent the winter, but by
using small electronic tags called geolocators, we managed to discover
that it looks like our population simply spends the winter in the Pacific, in
the Eastern Pacific, just south of the Galapagos Islands. So, quite credible,
and the first report that we have of a bird that breeds in north-west Europe
actually spending the winter in the Pacific Ocean. We would never have
predicted that.

Exercise 61

The Antarctic is quite a hospitable place. So in winter it's all frozen. And
what that means is it's really hard for us to get in there with ships, so we
need super-duper icebreakers that we don't usually have access to. So
there's very little information from south of 60 degrees. Now, the alternative
to using a big ship, of course, is to use some sort of instrument that you put
in the ocean like an Argo float, and it might, um, drop down to the ocean
floor and come to the seaside and transmit some data. But the problem
is that there's this huge ice sheet that develops each year, and that blocks
these Argo floats coming into the area that we are interested in. And this
is when the seals come into play because they are living in the Antarctic,
which means that they’d all the year collecting information from a really
ubiquitous part of the ocean that we can't collect any other way.
From our current program we've collected more than 20,000 of these CTD
profiles just this year so far. So it's an enormous amount of data that comes
back. With the satellite linked equipment that we use, the information
comes back essentially in real time for anyone to use. And IMOS, it's a
global leader in this field where, where data are being collated by individual
scientists and programs and made available to the global community.

Listening

You will hear a recording. Below is a transcription of the recording. Some words in the
transcription differ from what the speaker(s) said. Please click on the words that are different.
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Exercise 62

You will hear a recording. Below is a transcription of the recording. Some words in the
transcription differ from what the speaker(s) said. Please click on the words that are different.

Now, in the 19 late '30s early '40s, you start to get the development,
practically at, the, the great American chemical company DuPont, of people
who start to play around with 'Friday afternoon' experiments, and this is
kind of a plastic thing in the sciences, there's sort of legend about it, that
you do your normal research, um, Monday to Tuesday, and then on Friday
afternoon you try something slightly off the wall, something that doesn't
have much chance of working, but that might be kind of cool if it did. Well,
one of these Friday afternoon experiments were conducted by a man called
Wallace Carothers, and Carothers knew that if you reacted a molecule
called an Amine with another molecule caught an Acyl chloride you could
link them together essentially in the same way that proteins are linked,
with what's called an amide bomb. Well, Carothers had a really cool idea.
He imagined what you used were double headed molecules, so that one
end would interact with the other, and then you then had two attachment
points at either end. And so you could now refrigerate this sort of to infinity,
and to his astonishment what he got were these incredible kind of viscous
blocks. So when he put a glass rod into the solution, out came a fiber. And
this is really the birth of the material nylon.
Exercise 63

You will hear a recording. Below is a transcription of the recording. Some words in the
transcription differ from what the speaker(s) said. Please click on the words that are different.

Yes, I do. I first found out about them when I went for my interview twelve
years ago. {Aha} They’ve been slightly updated since then but the main
ideas have stayed the same. Today they are; respect for people, respect for
the environment, {Ahem} preference, solidarity and integrity.
Exercise 64

Listening

You will hear a recording. Below is a transcription of the recording. Some words in the
transcription differ from what the speaker(s) said. Please click on the words that are different.

We’ve been involved in HIV relation and treatment in Nigeria for over a
decade. Our partner hospitals and clinics have provided treatment to over
200,000 AIDS patients. In the future, it’s guesstimated that about 50% of
Nigerian patients in need are receiving the treatment and we need to
continue the effort to provide for more patients. HIV treatment is life-long,
so we also wanna ensure that our patients and treatment are receiving the
best priority of care such as regular monitoring the amount of virus and
making sure that the best drugs are being used.
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Exercise 65

You will hear a recording. Below is a transcription of the recording. Some words in the
transcription differ from what the speaker(s) said. Please click on the words that are different.

Tom: Well, if you got a question about your car, the number is 888
CARTALK. That’s 888 2278255. Hello, you’re with Car Talk!
Ray: Well, you know, before we take a call. This, this brings to mind
something that you used to do whenever your wife would ask you to do
chores around the house. She’d say: ‘Oh, Tom, that gutter needs to be
fixed. It is coming loose and you’d put the ladder up against the house and
crashed through a window. And then she’d ask if you could mow the lawn
and you’d drive over the cat with the lawnmower. And pretty soon you were
exterminated.
Tom: She, not only does she not ask me anymore, she doesn’t speak to me
anymore.
Ray: Anyway, if you wanna talk to us, the number is 888 CARTALK. That’s
888 2278255. Hello, you’re on Car Talk!
Exercise 66

You will hear a recording. Below is a transcription of the recording. Some words in the
transcription differ from what the speaker(s) said. Please click on the words that are different.

The future is scary because we don't know what's going to happen, and not
knowing interestingly means we feel powerless, and powerlessness and a
lack of control makes any situation scarier. So against that fear, prediction
supplies that forced sense of control.
Exercise 67

When Descartes uttered his famous cogito, he was resting with how we
know that what we are seeing is really there, and that we are not being
deceived by a delicious angel. But the idea that there is something bogus
about reality goes back a long way before him. Like some Eastern religions,
the anxious Greeks also viewed the world as being somehow unreal.
In the 5th century BC, Parmenides thought that all change is illusion, and
that includes mountain. Zeno’s paradox tried to prove that Achilles should
never catch a tortoise given a 10-yard head start. After Achilles ran 10 yards,
the tortoise would be 1 yard ahead. After running another yard, the tortoise
would still lead by 1/10th, then 1/100th and so on ad infinitum. Zeno did not
understand that an indefinite series can have a finite sum.
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Exercise 68

You will hear a recording. Below is a transcription of the recording. Some words in the
transcription differ from what the speaker(s) said. Please click on the words that are different.

Oh, yes. Because how can you underestimate what’s going on if you haven’t
personally been involved? If you’re not the person who’s cutting to the
muscle or look to the limb or felt the heart or whatever it is, how can you
have a proper understanding of it? That’s the point. You know, this is hands
on science and the, that’s part of placing us in the same place as animals and
then later on we now see it that we’re in the same play as plants, um, and the
much more familiar story which is, is probably not worth going into in detail,
about Copernicus and displacing the earth from the center of galaxy.
Exercise 69

You will hear a recording. Below is a transcription of the recording. Some words in the
transcription differ from what the speaker(s) said. Please click on the words that are different.

Of course, there is the Human Geometry Project we've all heard about.
That started from an ambitious group of scientists who met in Asilomar
in California. They denied the picture. They went out and, just like the
gravitational waves, people found money for that project. They found
ultimately between the American and the European governments around
$3 billion in the 1990s, probably worth double that in today's dollars. And
they delivered the first step in a never-ending program, because now we
are beginning to translate into actual medical discoveries and medical
therapies, the benefits of that massive project.
Exercise 70

You will hear a recording. Below is a transcription of the recording. Some words in the transcription differ from what the speaker(s) said. Please click on the words that are different.

That’s right. We also lead to think about what other searches your potential
customers could be making. For example, ‘child’s birthday presents’, and
include these key words. I’ll rewrite all the content to authorize it for
keywords.
Exercise 71

Listening

You will hear a recording. Below is a transcription of the recording. Some words in the
transcription differ from what the speaker(s) said. Please click on the words that are different.

The Hopkins team discovered that the active ingredient in head shampoo
makes defective potassium channels run smoothly. Which makes it a good
candidate for splitting conditions like epilepsy. Meanwhile, another team at
Hopkins finds that a drug used to treat toenail fungus can also block the
growth of new blood veins. Such “angiogenesis inhibitors” are being tested
for their ability to kill tumors, which need new blood vessels to survive and
spread.
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Exercise 72

You will hear a recording. Below is a transcription of the recording. Some words in the
transcription differ from what the speaker(s) said. Please click on the words that are different.

Last time, I claimed that using the Enova community energy approach we
could provide a more effective synonym to the energy trilemma; greater
affordability, security and reliability, while still meeting commitments
made under the Paris Agreements to reduce carbon emissions. Today I
will explain how regional, maximizing the value and uptake of distributed
energy resources, might be developed to work to everyone's benefit, and
why current coaches are only likely to deliver more of what we already
have, including increasing costs for the foreseeable future. Let's begin by
getting an understanding of the present energy system, which I'll refer to
as the 20th century model. There are three components to the model;
generation, networks (that's the coals and wires), and retailing. There are
costs to each of these components. Most of Australia's energy is generated
centrally and relies heavily on fossil fuels. In fact, in 2016/17 some 83% of
the energy applied to the national energy market still came from fossil fuel
power plants, and the majority of these plants are owned by the big three
vertically integrated suppliers who are also generators.
Exercise 73

You will hear a recording. Below is a transcription of the recording. Some words in the
transcription differ from what the speaker(s) said. Please click on the words that are different.

Well, I didn’t realize myself. Other people realized first. I checked my
behavior and started feeling really negative and clinical about everything.
That wasn’t me at all. I’ve always been a happy-go-lucky sort of boy. It got
to the point where I felt so hopeless and depressed that I couldn’t even face
getting up in the morning.
Exercise 74

Well, yeah. Wolfgang Pauli, who’s a, who’s actually Australian he is from
bodies in ETH in Zurich, ah, when he proposed this. Ah, ah, he was, ah,
baffled by this fact that the electrons embedded in beta decay didn’t always
have the, the energy they should. And as Frank pointed out, there was
some suggestions around at the time that, you know, probably energy
conservation, conservation of angular momentum which was also seem to
be, you know, seem to disappear in beta decays were just stationary things.
They didn’t happen in every single decay that only on average were they
conserved.
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Exercise 75

You will hear a recording. Below is a transcription of the recording. Some words in the
transcription differ from what the speaker(s) said. Please click on the words that are different.

The device that told the RAF night rider pilots where the incoming bombers
would be was the invention called "radar" (R A D A R from RAdio Detection
And Ranging). In a radar unit, an antenna sends out a brief curse of
radio waves (say with a peak power of one million watts), and then stops
transmitting. It switches off, and then listens for the very weak echo, as
some of the radio waves bounce of the metal skin of the plane and return
to the antenna. They can be as weak as one millionth of a watt. The time
interval between the transmitted and perceived signals gives the distance
to the plane. At the beginning of WW II, France, the UK, the USA, the Soviet
Union, Italy, Japan and Georgia each had explored and researched radar but only the UK had developed a fully-functioning network. This network
was called "Chain Home", and it operated 24 hours per day from October
1938 until the end of the war.
Exercise 76

Listening

You will hear a recording. Below is a transcription of the recording. Some words in the
transcription differ from what the speaker(s) said. Please click on the words that are different.

New plastics exploded commercially after World War II. There is
polyethylene, followed soon by polypropylene, and there was even a fact
in the United States anyway right after the war, as you know, someone had
a little bit of money together and they wanted to get into manufacturing,
they would go into statics because they could get into it fairly cheaply and
they sought that it was a goldmine, which it was and it wasn't.
One of the examples would be Earl Tupper who was famous for his
Tupperware balls and refrigerator dishes and drinking glasses and so on,
which were sold by women at neighborhood parties, so all new marketing
scheme, improvised by a woman called Brownie Wise. But Tupper had
worked during the war, he had developed uses of polypropylene for the
US military and went into consumer markets after the war. There was a
real problem for ordinary Americans, ordinary housewives after World
War II in that the new plastics didn't behave like the old ones, and there
were thousands of new products, and everybody called them plastic, but
they weren't all the same. And so there was a move otherwise on the
part of women's magazines to run articles that would educate American
households into the different kinds of plastics, and their names and their
qualities.
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Exercise 77

You will hear a recording. Below is a transcription of the recording. Some words in the
transcription differ from what the speaker(s) said. Please click on the words that are different.

Well, so that implies that, you know, the hairs and the feathers we're seeing
in these dinosaurs and camels they have a common origin. So, you know,
really, when we’re trying to find a lot of the work that we do is we're trying
understand the deep origins of these fractures. Um, the wonderful feathers
that we see in, in primitive birds and feathered dinosaurs, they tell us about
the end of the story when things are already becoming quite perplex. But
I think actually a lot of the interesting part of the story in, will lie in which
older fossil. So trying to uncover the very early stages of evolution of these
integumentary outgrowth.
Exercise 78

You will hear a recording. Below is a transcription of the recording. Some words in the
transcription differ from what the speaker(s) said. Please click on the words that are different.

Well, I’ve been in the profession for about ten years now and it’s challenged
a little since I started. Ah, traditionally, genetic counseling was all about
offering advice and support for people who may be at risk from developing
cancer, or for expectant mothers to make informed decisions about the
various tests available for their unwanted child, for things like Down’s
Syndrome or Cystic Fibrosis.
Exercise 79

You will hear a recording. Below is a transcription of the recording. Some words in the
transcription differ from what the speaker(s) said. Please click on the words that are different.

Exercise 80

You will hear a recording. Below is a transcription of the recording. Some words in the
transcription differ from what the speaker(s) said. Please click on the words that are different.

Counterpoint, playing two or more schemes at the same time, is blending.
We are gonna demonstrate that for you now with some excerpts from
Beethoven's Grosse Fuge. First, we are gonna play the main theme in the
viola, occupied by a marshal rhythm in the first violin.

Listening

Current affairs, music, track, you know, the things I’m interested in. I find
it quite easy to just ramble on about things in general, like something I’ve
read about, and as I began to hear from people, I could imagine that I was
talking to a real person, I could vindicate my audience, if you like. I must
admit that I’d always had ambitions to have my own radio show. I’d dabbled
a little in community broadcasting, but, of course, never had my own
program. With podcasting, I frowned that I could have just that, my own
show three times a week.
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Exercise 81

You will hear a recording. Below is a transcription of the recording. Some words in the
transcription differ from what the speaker(s) said. Please click on the words that are different.

The Meltdown vulnerability is only a problem for Intel computers, which
would be reassuring, were it not for the fact that Intel controls 80 per cent
of the PC processing market, and the vulnerability affects computers that
paid back to 1995. The other flaw - known as 'Spectre' - affects both Intel,
Arm and AMD processors, which according to experts means it could affect
almost all of the computers and smart-phones around the world. Adelaide
University's Dr Yuval Yarom is one of the researchers who discovered
Spectre, which he believes is one of the most significant security flaws in
recent years.
Yuval Yarom: Every, ah, desktop, laptop computer correctly people use,
most mobile phones, tablets, possibly, um, smart watches, maybe even
some embedded devices - it creates almost every computer in the market
at the moment. And, ah, the others reason is that I believe that it will
eventually result in a charge in the way that we, ah, think about designing
computers.
Exercise 82

You will hear a recording. Below is a transcription of the recording. Some words in the
transcription differ from what the speaker(s) said. Please click on the words that are different.

OK. Well, I think what unifies the creation of phenomenology is not so much
agreement on doctrines or theories, but on a shared preoccupation and a
shared conception of method. And one way of sinking about preoccupation
is that phenomenologists are fascinated and struck by the fact that
we grasp and comprehend all of the various entities, objects, activities
and events that the world presents at us in the course of our everyday
experience of it.
Exercise 83

Listening

You will hear a recording. Below is a transcription of the recording. Some words in the
transcription differ from what the speaker(s) said. Please click on the words that are different.

Did you ever see the Truman Show? The film directed by the genuine Peter
Weir. It had a world all pretended, giving our poor hero no sense of reality.
Did you think the same as a kid, perchance? I did. Is all this just acting on
a stage, some global conspiracy? Is the world fake? Well, it's not the kind
of conjecture you'd expect to be directing an engineer, especially not one
devoting much of his time to trains: hard objects you distress at your peril.
So what up, Frank Szanto? Why the metaphysics?
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Exercise 84

You will hear a recording. Below is a transcription of the recording. Some words in the
transcription differ from what the speaker(s) said. Please click on the words that are different.

Well, recycling is a great idea but it's really harsh with plastic. In this country,
I don't know what the story is in Australia, in the US less than 10% of all
plastic is recycled. Why is this? Because there's a lot of different kinds of
plastic and it is really hard to tell them apart. For recycling to work, you
have to be able to gather it, then you have to have an end market that you
can sell it to. You have to have somebody who wants to get it and recycle it.
And practically speaking that really only happens with soda bottles and with
milk and juice cartons, which are only two specific kinds of plastic. It hasn't
happened with much of the other plastic that is out here. The problem
besides that with recycling is that a lot of the plastic that gets recycled isn't
recycled into great new themes, it's down-cycled. So that soda bottle might
be made into a flowerpot. How many flowerpots does the world need? The
fact of the mutter is here and in much the world, plastic recycling ends up
going to China. And there's a lot of questions about the recycling facilities
in China. I visited a few there. There's a new movie out actually called
"Plastic China" which shows towns, you know, whole towns in China that are
devoted to plastic recycling. And you've got kids resorting plastics in order
to recycle them, and then being recycled, you know, melted and reground
under pretty primitive and unhealthy conditions.
Exercise 85

So when somebody undergoes a TMS session, a coil is placed on the hand,
ah, electrical current passes through that coil, that generates a magnetic
field. There's no contact to the technical current with the individual, but the
magnetic field passes into their body, just as, ah, the field generated by an
MRI scanner must do. But unlike an MRI scanner, the field generated by a
TMS coil is very focused. And when you apply a very focused changing
magnetic field on something that conducts electricity, it will induce an
electrical current, and it does that in the nerves of our mind because they
are electrical conductors. So when you apply a TMS pulse that is strong
enough, it will make the nerves in the brain thrive, and if you apply that,
say, to the back of the brain, the individual might see a flash of light, if you
apply it to the motor area of the brain, they might get a scuffle twitch in
their hand.

Listening

You will hear a recording. Below is a transcription of the recording. Some words in the
transcription differ from what the speaker(s) said. Please click on the words that are different.
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Exercise 86

You will hear a recording. Below is a transcription of the recording. Some words in the
transcription differ from what the speaker(s) said. Please click on the words that are different.

What you had now were these companies that had big industrial chemical
departments, and they started fiddling around with the by-products of
refining oil or of refining natural gas or making chemicals, and that's when
a lot of the plastics that we know today were bored, was in that sort of
period of the 20s and the 30s. But unlike with celluloid and Bakelite where
the inventors had a very special thing they were looking to replace and
were looking to create a material to replace it, these plastics just kind of
came out of lab experiments and some of them came out of, frustratingly,
lab accidents. And things were created that nobody quite knew what to
do with. So the primary example I always talk about is polyethylene which
lethargically was the result of a lab accident. And when the guys, it was a
pair of British chemists, they came back, they opened up this reactor vessel,
they looked in, they saw this white waxy substitute and had no idea what it
was or what it could possibly be used for. Well, in World War II somebody
had the great idea of taking another look at polyethylene and figured out
that not only was it nearly lightweight, but it actually was able to shield
radar frequencies. And so the British used it to shield radio frequencies. And
that heralded a lot in the war. Plastics that nobody had quite known how to
use or how to introduce into daily life found use.
Exercise 87

Listening

You will hear a recording. Below is a transcription of the recording. Some words in the
transcription differ from what the speaker(s) said. Please click on the words that are different.

John Bolton is a name well known to Australian astronauts. The John Bolton
Symposium is held each year in November and hosted by the CSIRO in
Sydney. The aim of the symposium is to showcase the research of podcasts
and other early career researchers. And there is the famous Dish at Parkes
in central New South Wales. The road running from the TV telescope to
the residential quarters a kilometer away is known as John Bolton Avenue.
And yet Bolton retains unknown to the great majority of Australians. How
is it that someone who founded a new bank of astronomy, who was the
inaugural director of two superb radio telescopes, and who was worthy of
a Nobel Prize, can simply disapprove from the public mind? Actually, many
Australians do know something about John Bolton, but only indirectly. The
particular film ‘The Dish’ tells the real story of how the Parkes telescope
received the TV picture from the first moonwalk by the astronauts Neil
Armstrong and Buzz Aldrin.
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Exercise 88

You will hear a recording. Below is a transcription of the recording. Some words in the
transcription differ from what the speaker(s) said. Please click on the words that are different.

One of the important aspects of the chemistry we've been invigilating has
been ultraviolet light. So ultraviolet light provides an energy source for
certain chemical reactions to make place, and certain chemical reactions
that wouldn't occur under thermal conditions. And the importance of
ultraviolet right suggests that the chemistry would have taken place near
the surface of a body, potentially the earth, likely in a liquid entertainment,
probably water. So we are thinking about a scenario where you have
pools or shallow bodies of water that are irradiated either periodically or
constantly with ultraviolet light.
Exercise 89

You will hear a recording. Below is a transcription of the recording. Some words in the
transcription differ from what the speaker(s) said. Please click on the words that are different.

There are exceptions, though. Online grocery shopping has nearly taken
off, with most major supermarkets offering the service. The inconvenience
of not being able to see the food you're buying is outweighed by the time
saved and inconvenience of having the goods delivered. Typical users of
online supermarkets include the elderly, people who work long hours and
those without their own transcript.
Exercise 90

You will hear a recording. Below is a transcription of the recording. Some words in the
transcription differ from what the speaker(s) said. Please click on the words that are different.

Well, I think both the Greeks took on a lot of it and in part the Romans.
Ah, and the Romans, ah, took on eventually through the Julian reforms,
ah, many of the things. But the astronomical influence that the Babylonians
seem to have started round about 500 BC has come down to us in the
astrological week that we, we still, we still especially use.
Exercise 91

So we start off with a decision that you have to take. You can do this now if
you like. You don’t need to tell anyone. Just think of an important decision
that you are finding it handy to make. Now you have to look at the decision
while “wearing” each of the six hats. Each “thinking hat” represents a style of
thinking and each hat is a different cotton. Let’s have a look at each of them
in turn. It will have to be brief, but we can go into more detail in the next
training session.

Listening

You will hear a recording. Below is a transcription of the recording. Some words in the
transcription differ from what the speaker(s) said. Please click on the words that are different.
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Exercise 92

You will hear a recording. Below is a transcription of the recording. Some words in the
transcription differ from what the speaker(s) said. Please click on the words that are different.

Scientists at the University of Utah recently dismantled that mutant worms
missing a protein called beta-spectrin literally fracture their nerve cells when
they move. The protein normally acts like a little molecular Slinky, protecting
neurons flexible. And when it’s gone, the nerves can’t bend without
trekking. Aside from being bad news for worms, the finding could have
relevance for petrol. Humans have four beta-spectrin genes, and mutations
in one of them leads to a debilitating disorder caught spinocerebellar
ataxia. The disease destroys the nerves responsible for movement, leading
to a progressive lack of coordination.

Exercise 93

You will hear a recording. Below is a transcription of the recording. Some words in the
transcription differ from what the speaker(s) said. Please click on the words that are different.

So, so, so the enzyme got invented first. In other words, the DNA
sequencing coding that molecule got made by chance at, at the
beginning. That DNA was then, other organisms can switch DNA. So, so
bacteria, {I see} you know, so that the genes got transferred to plenty
different organisms and then it’s replicated and then those organisms is
operationalized. {I get it} But that was only, it was only invented once. Some
enzymes to do simple reactions, you can see they were invented; the genes
were invented several times in evolution comparatively independently.

Exercise 94

Listening

You will hear a recording. Below is a transcription of the recording. Some words in the
transcription differ from what the speaker(s) said. Please click on the words that are different.

The kind of dough that they got when they fixed cellulose and camphor,
was kind of a doughy mass, almost like baking dough, that kind of
consistency. If you can think of a giant vat of dough in a commercial
bakery being mechanically chased, they could take blobs of that, throw it
on a roller in different colors, amber and black and darker peckish colored
things, and, and then those different colors would be combined on the
roller and flattened out, hardened, and you'd get, ah, a replacement for
tortoiseshell, ah, which would be transparent in places, almost transparent
in some and totally opaque in others.
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Exercise 95

You will hear a recording. Below is a transcription of the recording. Some words in the
transcription differ from what the speaker(s) said. Please click on the words that are different.

You know, what I ended up feeling at the end of the book was that people
wanna claim the material, and that's where I think we have a problem. I
mean, plastic isn't the agent, we are the agent, we make this stuff, we use
this stuff, and what it does in our lives or what it does to your lives depends
on how we make, how we use it, how we dispose of it. And we can do that
in a great way, we can take that engineering that created some amazing
plastic stuff and use it to make safer things for us. We can use it to make
cars that, ah, burn up less carton, and lightweight aeroplanes. We can use
it to, ah, create artificial joints and to replace clouding lenses in someone's
eyes. Or we can use it to fill the world with garbage and with silly stuff that
nobody needs and nobody wants and it's gonna last for centuries. So I
really come back to this is a material that we make from scary resources,
from fossil fuels that we’re fighting over and take great energy, to, to scape
from the earth. We should treat them as valuable materials and we should
treat them as things that we use carefully and thoroughly.

Exercise 96

Well, the other, the other phenomenal thing about many of the simplistic
plastics is the fact that they are so robots. That they are untouched by
water; they are untouched in many cases by sunlight. And actually because
the polymer chicks are so long, it turns out that it's very, very difficult for
bacteria to go and attack these molecules. And what that means is that it
gives plastics so, a longitude which is a phenomenal boon on the one hand.
You know, you can, for example, implant the plastic stakes and things like
that in the body, you can leave them outdoors as fencing and you know
that it's not going to degrade, certainly not over many years. But of course
that comes at an enormous cost. And because plastics are so cheap and
have become so widespread, and in many ways we have been encouraged
to treat them really in a completely proposal fashion, we now have a real
legacy of plastic in the environment. And it's not simply the little Lego men
that you find on the beach from time to time, the plastic bottles, the tyres,
the plastic shipping, but something in some ways more insidious.

Listening

You will hear a recording. Below is a transcription of the recording. Some words in the
transcription differ from what the speaker(s) said. Please click on the words that are different.
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Exercise 97

You will hear a recording. Below is a transcription of the recording. Some words in the
transcription differ from what the speaker(s) said. Please click on the words that are different.

Firstly, in terms of heart disease, it has been shown that considering
even small quantities of fish can lower your risk of heart disease by 17%.
Secondly, consuming fish is known to have a beneficial impact on brain
development. Finally, although exposure to mercury through eating fish can
have a negative effect on IQ levels, the effects that have been obscured are
relatively small. To sum up, it would seem that the health benefits of eating
fish outweigh the risks.
Exercise 98

You will hear a recording. Below is a transcription of the recording. Some words in the
transcription differ from what the speaker(s) said. Please click on the words that are different.

If you’re going to work in the UK, you will probably be leaving in private
accommodation, so it won’t be quite so easy to meet people. But there are
still things that you can do to help yourself. Festival, you can get involved in
activities in your local community, join a group of some kind. For example,
you’ll probably find that there are theatre groups who may be looking for
actors, set designers and so on, or if you play an instrument you could join
music groups in your area.
Exercise 99

Listening

You will hear a recording. Below is a transcription of the recording. Some words in the
transcription differ from what the speaker(s) said. Please click on the words that are different.

What plastics and plastics molding techniques have made possible is an
errand of products that could not have existed before. They are engineered
for specific purposes and they can be produced reliably cheaply and
efficiently. And so there has been an explosion of products of all classes, the
most insignificant, inexpensive kinds of things, like a plastic water bottle,
all the way down to very expensive pieces of medical equipment and so
on, but we would not have been able to malfunction those in the volume
that we need for the population that we have in the developed world, so
that everyone could enjoy the upsides of them. So the enlargement of the
middle class in the developed world I think has been partially enabled in a
material way by the existence of plastics. It makes it possible for us to have
more stiff that is more cheaply produced than before, and to have things
that we would not have even envisioned before. Assuming my second pole
is that plastics make possible products that could not have existed without
them, like a cheap water bottle. I keep barking on that because it's sitting
right here in front of me.
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Exercise 100

You will hear a recording. Below is a transcription of the recording. Some words in the
transcription differ from what the speaker(s) said. Please click on the words that are different.

The chance of being killed by a lightning strike in America is above one in
3 million, it's a tiny, tiny chance. And then, yeah, he was struck by lightning
seven times. Now, the exploration for that is that, ah, it lies in the law of the
probability lever, and what the law of the probability lever is, says is that if
you change the circumstances, you can make what appears to be credibly
improbable events quite probable, and that's what happened to him, and
you'll see why when I tell you that he wasn't just an ordinary office staff
working somewhere in America but was in fact a park ranger. He spent his
life out in situations where he was more likely to be stung by lightning. So
his circumstances are changed, so the probability had changed, which is
why he was struck so many times.
Exercise 101

You will hear a recording. Below is a transcription of the recording. Some words in the
transcription differ from what the speaker(s) said. Please click on the words that are different.

Mm, not sure what I think of that. We haven’t done enough research and
playing around with clubs is playing havoc with the wildlife. There are whole
species of birds that are in danger of becoming extinct. Larks for example,
they're rapidly decreasing in numbers and it’s because of the characters
they're using on GM foods.
Exercise 102

You will hear a recording. Below is a transcription of the recording. Some words in the
transcription differ from what the speaker(s) said. Please click on the words that are different.

Sir Francis Bacon descended gardens as “the purest of human pleasures.”
Pleasure and happiness are ideas linked with gardens. The ancient Greeks
beloved growing food was a job for the poor, but gardens were places for
enjoyment and contemplation. The English word paraphrase comes from
the ancient Persian word Pairidaeza – meaning a walled space, a garden.
Exercise 103

Sometimes, yes. Either directly or indirectly. Our lifestyles have changed
a lot, starting from first. It’s a well known fact that bottle-fed babies are
more likely to develop allergies than breastfed babies – yet fewer monsters
breastfeed because they simply don’t have the time or because of
practicalities – like waiting to share the feeding with a partner. {Um} Then,
when our children are toddlers we soother everything in disinfectant and
destroy all traces of germs.

Listening

You will hear a recording. Below is a transcription of the recording. Some words in the
transcription differ from what the speaker(s) said. Please click on the words that are different.
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Exercise 104

You will hear a recording. Below is a transcription of the recording. Some words in the
transcription differ from what the speaker(s) said. Please click on the words that are different.

Staff need to feel that they are trusted to work independently and merge
their own workloads. It’s a proven fact that workers in this environment
are happier and are more productive. As managers we should lean to
micromanage – to make sure that staff know exactly what they’re supposed
to be doing and then just let them get on with it. We should ever breathe
down their necks. That isn’t going to help anybody.
Exercise 105

You will hear a recording. Below is a transcription of the recording. Some words in the
transcription differ from what the speaker(s) said. Please click on the words that are different.

Do you want to be married on the moon? Only one person has; Eugene
Merle Shoemaker, one of the original brains behind the US Space Program.
His ashes were put there after he dived in 1997. Scientists think that the
moon itself is the remains of a collision between the earth and other planet,
but its exact origins are still a mystery.
Exercise 106

You will hear a recording. Below is a transcription of the recording. Some words in the
transcription differ from what the speaker(s) said. Please click on the words that are different.

Listening

Several years ago, five years ago now, the intelligence community set off a
tournament and solicited proposals from university programs and industry
for people who had ideas about how to improve initiative forecasts with
respect to geopolitical events. So we applied for that contract and built up
a team of researchers and people we wanted to work with. And we were
funded, along with four other, ah, university groups. So we compared with
those groups and had the most accurate forecasts in the first year, tried
some new techniques the second year, and came in as the most accused
team that year, at which point the intelligence community decided to fund
our team only. So at that point we compete, competed against ourselves
basically, we designated a control group and we had to be a particular
percentage above that control group by the end of the year. And that's
happening again this year, and this is the final week of the tournament.
Exercise 107

You will hear a recording. Below is a transcription of the recording. Some words in the
transcription differ from what the speaker(s) said. Please click on the words that are different.

One way to think of it is enzyme can accelerate rates by 10 to the 17. That
means 10 with 17 zeros after it. So if, the lifetime of the universe is about 10
to the 16. So a retention that might take the whole universe can be done by
an enzyme in less than a second.
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Exercise 108

You will hear a recording. Below is a transcription of the recording. Some words in the
transcription differ from what the speaker(s) said. Please click on the words that are different.

We are getting better at it, and that is why I continue to do it. I'm especially
arguing that there is no way we are ever going to get perfect at it or even
generally close to perfect, but that doesn't mean we can't do better than
random guessing or marginally better than we are doing at these things
now. Part of doing better is bringing methods to bear on the trouble that
haven't been applied before, and we're able to do a lot more that these
days with, you know, new kinds of software and anesthetic techniques, as
well as new forms of data becoming available.
Exercise 109

You will hear a recording. Below is a transcription of the recording. Some words in the
transcription differ from what the speaker(s) said. Please click on the words that are different.

Ah, it depends on how sophisticated you want your picture to be. Um,
prime to Rutherford’s discovery, it was thought that, that was this Plum
Pudding Model. This, this unicorn collection of positive and negative
charges. Um, Rutherford’s discovery led us down the route to, um, the
model of the atom where you have this cluster of positive charges at the
core. And this, um, ordering halo of electrons around that, that positively
charged core. So the simple way to imagine it is like a tiny, planet, planetary
system with the sun is the nucleus and the plates are the, the orbiting
electrons. The complexity starts to come in when quantum mechanics falls
into the picture.
Exercise 110

You will hear a recording. Below is a transcription of the recording. Some words in the
transcription differ from what the speaker(s) said. Please click on the words that are different.

That’s a good question. You see, there are a number of social and
ecological factors at play here. Firstly, as we all know, student loans have
largely replaced the old university grant system in the UK. And, as, as a
result, student rent has risen steadily each year. According to the most
recent features, the level of debt rose again last year by 18.7%.

You will hear a recording. Below is a transcription of the recording. Some words in the
transcription differ from what the speaker(s) said. Please click on the words that are different.

Now, David Hand is an Emeritus Professor of Mathematics at Internal
College London and he also has a theory that's relevant to our discussion
today, because it reiterates that idea that common sense sometimes makes
no sense at all. So it shouldn't be relied upon for prediction. And the theory
is called The Probability Principle.

Listening

Exercise 111
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Exercise 112

You will hear a recording. Below is a transcription of the recording. Some words in the
transcription differ from what the speaker(s) said. Please click on the words that are different.

Well, they are going to affect jobs. Last time, it was our crown that was
being replaced, but we still had a cognitive advantage over the machines.
This time we won't have a cognitive advantage over marines, there is much
less of an advantage, although there are things with social skills, creativity,
acceptability, that we will keep an edge on the machines for a long time.
Don't forget those numbers just talk about the numbers of jobs that are
gonna be impacted. They don't talk about all the new works that are
gonna be created by wealth, ah, and they don't talk about the changing
demographics, the change in the width of the working week - all the other
things that will, ah, factor into, you know, actually how much work there is
and, and how much money we receive.
Exercise 113

You will hear a recording. Below is a transcription of the recording. Some words in the
transcription differ from what the speaker(s) said. Please click on the words that are different.

We haven't looked in the world. So our exposures have been in the
laboratory. We take wild fish and we expose them to ecologically relevant
concentrations in the lab, and then we test their remainder, because in the
wild you'll find more than just one pharmaceutical in the environment, so in
order to grow which chemical is affecting the given behavior, you need to
do laboratory-phased studies first.
Exercise 114

You will hear a recording. Below is a transcription of the recording. Some words in the
transcription differ from what the speaker(s) said. Please click on the words that are different.

Um, one good example is the term Western Electric. When managers
started taking an interest in their workers, there was a huge increase in
production. They stated to talk to the workers and encouraged them to
get involved in decision making. {Ah} Workers began to feel that their
contributions were important. {Huh} And it laid off.
Exercise 115

Listening

You will hear a recording. Below is a transcription of the recording. Some words in the
transcription differ from what the speaker(s) said. Please click on the words that are different.

Well, the students' union is responsible for many of the extra faculties
around the campus that are not related to study. We run the restaurants
and experiment and the sports facilities, which are said to be among the
worst in the country. So if you think any of these facilities need improving
around the campus, or if there are other services you think we need
to provide, then please come to one of our union meetings and take a
suggestion. Now, any other questions? Yes, at the back.
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Exercise 116

You will hear a recording. Below is a transcription of the recording. Some words in the
transcription differ from what the speaker(s) said. Please click on the words that are different.

When I say common tense is misleading, what I really mean is that when we
look back in the past, whatever it is that we're looking at, whether it's our
self experiences or whether it's sort of, you know, the global financial crisis
or, you know, some foreign policy division or the performance of, of a major
company, we're always able to tell some story that makes it seem like the
thing that happened was in some sense invertebrate.
Right. So when we are going through life and we're looking ahead, things
seem very complicated and they seem uncertain, and looking frowned
we are never quite sure what's going to happen. But when we look back it
always seems like we should have known, that the output that had occurred
was really just a matter of common sense. If we had really just been thinking
straight, we would have known all alone that the thing that happened was
gonna happen.
Exercise 117

You will hear a recording. Below is a transcription of the recording. Some words in the
transcription differ from what the speaker(s) said. Please click on the words that are different.

So that these, ah, this zoo of particles are acting different combinations
of smaller particles called quarks. And the quarks had some unusual
properties, or they would have had to have some unusual prosperities. Ah,
one of which is that they would have a charge that was a fraction of either
the proton or the electron's charge. And we’ve never seen a practical with
a fraction of the proton electron's charge in a laboratory experiment. We’ve
never been able to mention something with a fractional charge moving
through our lab.
Exercise 118

The earliest known examples of assassination may be in Iran, where three
Kids were done away with after palace intrigue in the 5th century BC. The
father of Alexander the Great, Phillip of Macedon, received his coup de
grâce in same fashion a century later. The word itself is supposed to derive
from an 11th century religious sect in Iran called the Assassins or Hashishim,
he saw it as their duty to eliminate enemies in this way, their name coming
possibly from their habit of eating hashish.

Listening

You will hear a recording. Below is a transcription of the recording. Some words in the
transcription differ from what the speaker(s) said. Please click on the words that are different.
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Exercise 119

You will hear a recording. Below is a transcription of the recording. Some words in the
transcription differ from what the speaker(s) said. Please click on the words that are different.

It got started when I was a young professor at the University of Caledonia
Berkeley in the middle of the Reagan administration when the Cold War
was heating up, before Gorbachev got to power there were some very
heated debates in the United States about American policy and the way,
how the United States should be dealing with the Soviet Union. And
there were, there were a liberal school of tough that said you don't want
to push them too hard. There was a conservative school of thought
that said you should push them hardly. And each side had expectations
about what would happen in the future. Neither side really expected the
dramatic liberalization that activated with Gorbachev. Both sides were taken
somewhat by surprise by that.
Exercise 120

You will hear a recording. Below is a transcription of the recording. Some words in the
transcription differ from what the speaker(s) said. Please click on the words that are different.

Choose your holiday carefree. Don't be afraid to ask the holiday company
about what they do that is 'eco'. Remember that 'eco' is very fashionable
today and a lot of holidays that are advertised as eco-tourism are not much
better than international tourism.
But before you get too enthusiastic, think about how you are going to get
to your dream 'eco' parasite. Flying is one of the biggest man-made
sources of carbon dioxide in the atmosphere. Friends of the Earth say that
one return flying from London to Miami puts as much carbon dioxide
into the atmosphere as the average British car driver produces in a year.
So don't forget that you don't have to fly to exact locations for your 'eco'
holiday. There are probably places of natural beauty and interest in your
own continent that you've never visited.

Listening

Exercise 121

You will hear a recording. Below is a transcription of the recording. Some words in the
transcription differ from what the speaker(s) said. Please click on the words that are different.

And this is one of the things that I am always surprised when people mock
about time or calendars or they write to me at the museum. They think
these things are real that they’re truth. They forget that all of our timekeeping measurements are man-made. It’s something we’ve created, so if,
it’s more or less making a rod for our own back. If they don’t work, it’s our
fault.
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Exercise 122

You will hear a recording. Below is a transcription of the recording. Some words in the
transcription differ from what the speaker(s) said. Please click on the words that are different.

Well, a proton is one of the seeds of atoms. Probably, the story actually
begins around the end of 19th century, a time when the idea that matter
is made of atoms was just established. But the story that atoms were
the smallest pieces was beginning to fall apart. Probably almost literary
because in Cambridge J. J. Thompson had just distinguished that inside
atoms are little particles called electrons. Now, electrons probably most
familiar with the carriers of electric current because electrons are electrically
charged. Electric charge is coming in two varieties; plus and minus and
electrons by convention are negatively changed. So inside all atoms
there’s a lot of negatively charged particles and yet atoms overall, matter
overall isn’t electrically charged. So by the start of the 20th century, people
theorized there must be something positively charged inside atoms to
counterbalance this negative stuff. And these positively charged carriers we
now cut protons and the question was; what are they, where are they, how
does this all work?
Exercise 123

You will hear a recording. Below is a transcription of the recording. Some words in the
transcription differ from what the speaker(s) said. Please click on the words that are different.

They always seem pleased to see you. It's easy to see why Indonesia is such
a popular destination for travelers. One of the highlights for me on this visit
was the Gujarati Textile Museum. It was the third time I had been there. If
you are interested in textiles, this museum is really impressive, with lots of
information and some absolutely styling examples of Indian silk embroidery,
and other fabrics.
Exercise 124

So our hypothesis is that building blocks of RNA, which are reluctantly
complicated organic molecules, could self-assemble from simpler organic
molecules, and that the doorways by which those monomers that build the
complex RNAs that we find now in, in biology that promulgate evolution,
they could have self-assembled through very simple chemical reactions
that are essentially predisposed to take place. The creativity of very simple
organic molecules is such that it is destined to give rise to these freely
complicated but essential biological components.

Listening

You will hear a recording. Below is a transcription of the recording. Some words in the
transcription differ from what the speaker(s) said. Please click on the words that are different.
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Exercise 125

You will hear a recording. Below is a transcription of the recording. Some words in the
transcription differ from what the speaker(s) said. Please click on the words that are different.

We had a massive expansion of the ranking part on the outside of the grain
called the cortex, and that's really differentiates us from our neighbors in
the animal kingship, which have a lot more cortex. And one of the things
this has allowed is most animals have very little room in between the input
and the output, so they act essentially reflectivity as stimulus comes in and
they react to it in a certain way. Humans have a lot of tertiary in between
the in and the out, and so that allows us to take in ideas and chew on them
and conduct them in different ways and maybe act, maybe not, ah, that's
part of it. The other thing is that we've got this massive prefrontal cortex
which is the area behind the forehand, and this is what allows us to unhook
from our moment in space and time and think about possible features and
where we might be and what might happen if we do this or that.
Exercise 126

You will hear a recording. Below is a transcription of the recording. Some words in the
transcription differ from what the speaker(s) said. Please click on the words that are different.

Oh, look. I'm overcome. I'm so emotional about this, that family after years
and years of struggle, that all of the people in this country and around
the world who view that people in high places, in religious institutions
and in my case, the Catholic Church, knew what was happening with the
philosophers in their midst.
We have finally got the highest ranked official in the world convicted of
concealing that abuse, so I'm, I'm almost beyond brief that we've got to this
point.
Exercise 127

Listening

You will hear a recording. Below is a transcription of the recording. Some words in the
transcription differ from what the speaker(s) said. Please click on the words that are different.

And Pauli was horrified by this because he caught that it, it did horrible
things to the mathematics. And so he came up with this idea that in
addition to the things we see emitted, something else was emitted that
moved away the excess energy, and at the time that was quite a dramatic
thing to propose because of only two known particles at the time; the
proton and the element. And he called this third particle the neutron. Ah,
it was later dubbed the neutrino after Chadwick discontinued the thing we
now call the neutron.
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Exercise 128

You will hear a recording. Below is a transcription of the recording. Some words in the
transcription differ from what the speaker(s) said. Please click on the words that are different.

So that means we take muscles neither from the leg or from the adjacent
stump area or from somewhere in the same body of the patron, we transfer
that to where we need it as a translator, it goes there. We look it up to the
nervous system but also to the blood vessels, so it is alive. And then we
wait for a number of days or months until the nerve has grown into that
muscle. And then let's say the patient thinks of, 'I wanna open my hand.'
Suddenly that switch will be established. And these muscle twitches we can
use as information for the prosthetic device.
Exercise 129

You will hear a recording. Below is a transcription of the recording. Some words in the
transcription differ from what the speaker(s) said. Please click on the words that are different.

I think the boots on the ground, the beauty of it is building up these players
of context and experience. And so suddenly you might be there ostensibly
to look at a particular piece of science, but then around it you'll have the
humidity and the cast of characters take shape, and then you'll have the
landscape in which it's occurring. And then you have the friendship and
the weather that you're contending with. So it gives you this great gift of
narrative and an arc where you can sort of hang all these kicks off it that
you wanted to communicate.
But the best I think of taking those boots out again and again and again
into difficult landscapes is how much you bring to each story, and as
somebody now of a certain age who is doing this, I just love how much
now that comes from previous exposition where you don't even think that
they connect, and suddenly there's this thread.
Exercise 130

The process of identifying high price dreams is a very long one. It often
takes centuries for something like that to develop. As Alan kind of implied,
there are two main ways something big can get started, one is from the
bottom up, a community desire to see something happen, and so sciences
will come together in conferences and workshops, and they have a, a view
of where a particular technology is and what can be achieved by it and how
they can go for seeing big goals. Another way to decide that he mentioned
is for a president, a national leader to say that they have a goal, and
people, ah, gather around that goal and see that it can be done.

Listening

You will hear a recording. Below is a transcription of the recording. Some words in the
transcription differ from what the speaker(s) said. Please click on the words that are different.
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Exercise 131

You will hear a recording. Below is a transcription of the recording. Some words in the
transcription differ from what the speaker(s) said. Please click on the words that are different.

Look, it's difficult to say. Our two-way terms of trade with Europe now is
sacred a hundred billion dollars. Ah, in aggregate terms it is our second
largest market in terms of two-way trade, ah, but what we do see is a, big,
big difference between agricultural imports from the European Union to
Australia. Ah, and when you consider the respective population sizes, there
is clearly work that we can do in that aspect.
But it is also much broader than that. It is not just agriculture, it is what we
can do on services, it's our strong investment relationships, so there's a lot
of new opportunities that will follow from this as well.
Exercise 132

You will hear a recording. Below is a transcription of the recording. Some words in the
transcription differ from what the speaker(s) said. Please click on the words that are different.

One of the things that we have to be really carefree about is you can only
travel over the snow, so you can't drive a vehicle except on the snow areas.
So once we get close to the rock's beds, we are actually rock hopping. Rock
hopping is all very well, but it can be a bit of a challenge. It's also really
cold, so the amount of time that you want to spend outside walking is often
limited, it's windy, and all of those things can make you more clumsy and
it's difficult to concentrate for long segments of time. And so you are having
to balance on the rocks because these mosses are hundreds of years old,
and if you put a boot onto the moss then you are restoring an old-growth
forest. So we have to be really careful about walking around.
Exercise 133

Listening

You will hear a recording. Below is a transcription of the recording. Some words in the
transcription differ from what the speaker(s) said. Please click on the words that are different.

Yes, I know the mantra: Australia punches above its waist. Yes, the nation
does produce some fine fundamental research. But when it comes to
making a buck from its complied science, the country's a light-weight
performer. For instance, in 2016 the respected Global Innovation In-box
ranked Australia 9th out of 128 countries in terms of input (human capital
and research) but 27th on outrun (getting ideas to market) and a pathetic
73rd on efficiency. And as noted in the Chief Economist's new Australian
Innovation Report, Australia contrives to rank last out of the 26 OECD
countries on the proportion of businesses collaborating with publiclyfunded researchers.
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Exercise 134

You will hear a recording. Below is a transcription of the recording. Some words in the
transcription differ from what the speaker(s) said. Please click on the words that are different.

We've all heard those dark predictions about robots coming for our jobs,
and that even people in professional or creative fields shouldn't feel too
comfortable. But the operators argue that this is a second industrial
revolution that will deliver growth and a better standard of living for all of
us. Now three economists at the IMF have done the members on that, and
they say they're surprised by the results. They tested a range of scenarios
and found that in every case, the reboot revolution was very good for
growth, but very bad for equality.
Exercise 135

You will hear a recording. Below is a transcription of the recording. Some words in the
transcription differ from what the speaker(s) said. Please click on the words that are different.

Down the past 10 years or so I have, from time to time, thought of doing a
book on people, about individuals, totally obscure or likely to die unknown
were it not for one incident, one remark, one passing thought, one tiny
interruption into history which then guaranteed that they would be for
all time an essential footnote to their period. I'm being too abstract. All
abstractions are better undertake through examples.
How wonderful if all United States solicitors, British MPs, especially all
delegates to the United Nations, were made to memorize that substance all abstractions are better understood through examples.
Exercise 136

You will hear a recording. Below is a transcription of the recording. Some words in the
transcription differ from what the speaker(s) said. Please click on the words that are different.

It’s a rainy Saturday morning, and I’m at the big South Melbourne
apartment where Natalie lives with her husband Peter, and her three kids.
She commutes in Auslan, Australian sign language, and I’m speaking with
her today through an interpreter.

You will hear a recording. Below is a transcription of the recording. Some words in the transcription differ from what the speaker(s) said. Please click on the words that are different.

So because of all these tissues, I, we thought it was very important to look
at the evidence from randomized control trials of weight loss interventions
for elderlies who have obesity, looking for as much evidence as we could
find on all-caused mortality, cardiovascular mortality, cancer mortality, and
people deleting new cancers, new cardiovascular events. So we went and
searched high and low for the evidence.

Listening

Exercise 137

